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Abst ract
Questionnaires were administered to adults from a sample of households in the
Metropolitan St . John's area to gather data. on their lifcstyl~, hcalth habits uud
utilization of medical care services.
Health practices, as described in the social medical literature (eat ing breakfast,
smoking, drinking, sleeping, correctness of weight, and exercising), arc explored. /I.
variety of statist ical measures of association arc used to gauge the st rength of the
relationships between these variables and one's health stat us.
The relationships between sleeping habits and one's health is examined usiug
logistic regression. Thi.s analytical technique is again employed to study ti le effecl
of alcoholic consumption on health and to further explore its effect once educational
level is controlled for.
From individual health practices, a weighted healt h pract ice index is developed.
Using loglinear analysis we build models 50 as to examine the association between
th is score and hospital utilizatio n, controlling Cor sex, age and educat ion.
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wasemployed as a research assistant for the durat ion of the study and was rcspollsihle
for assisting in the pre-testing and revision of the questionnaire and the Iliring and
training of Interviewers. As a member of the field office and research team she was
involved with editing questionnaires, quality control and data cleaning in addition
to the othe r tasks required of th is team. As well, she was responsible for the initial
analysis of data.
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papers were writt en by the research team and presented by nile of the principal
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June of 1986 and the other to the Canadian Public Health Association in September
of the same year . The Federal Government Report was submitt ed in Januar y, 1987.
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Chapter 1
Survey Design and Sampling
1.1 Introduction
This was a study using a. telephone survey, of lifestyles, heahh practices, and medi cal
care utilization. It was designed in part to consider health indicators and how these
indicators arc related to health status and medical care utilization. A unique feature
of this study was the linkage of the survey data with dala pertaining to hospital
discharges and physicians' services.
Whi le there is some explanation of the execution of the survey from the stand -
point of the field office work, in this report we will concentrate on some of the statis -
tical issues - from the samp ling procedu re to the examination of design effects and
the ana lysis of data. Data. are studied primarily wit h association measu res, logistic
regression and loglincar ana lysis.
1.2 Sampling
One or the first thi ngs to add ress once it was decided what was wanted from the
study , was the sam ple design.
1.2 .1 Population
The population to which the survey result s apply consists of all people 20 years of age
or older in St. John's, Newfoundland. The sample was selected and the qucst lonuairca
were administered in the spring/s ummer of 1985. As will be outlined, there were
rest rictions placed on the population definition due to the sampling frame and the
accessibility of some of the would-be respo nde.its. Given tha t the limitat ions were
not very severe, we need not be exceedingly cautious in generalizing to the population
initially defined.
1.2.2 Frame
Essentially the frame for this st udy was one section of the Newfoundland ami Lal.rador
Telephone Directory published in March of 1985, immediately prior to the select ion
of the sampling units. The section of interest in the directory covered the St. John's
area. It should be noted that the frame, as such, exceeds the frame of inte rest,
For example, this sect ion contained a small number of telephone numbers outside
of the Met ropolit an St. John's area. Because of this, the definition of Metr opolitan
St. John 's was limited to those residences having St . John's exchanges as listed at
the front of the directory. This in itself presented some difficulties since in certain
areas some residences had these exchanges while others did not. It WiIS question-
able whether or not such areas should belong to the frame but it was felt that the
definition was easiest to apply if held consistent for all St. Joh n's exchanges. Any
deviations were considered minimal and seldom occurred.
Using boundaries, the area of interest could have been defined ,~e06raphically.
T his was ruled to be too time-consuming as many street addresses would have to
be manually checked for the region to which they belonged. In defining the area hy
exchange codes then, such neighboring places as Bay Bulls, Petty Harbour, and Oute r
Cove, for example, were sometimes included - 'sometimes' as in these places some
homes had a St . John's exchange while others d: l not . This was not regarded to be
a serious problem as these households were not considered to be very different Cram
those of St , John's, per se. Also, residents of these areas, being geographically very
ncar St. John's, havc the same medical facilit ies available to them. Such households
appeared in the sample relatively infrequently.
As wellas the above, the frame as defined exceeded the frame of interest in te rms
or private households in that it included telephone numbers such as those belonging
to businesses and instit ut ions.
There were two groups of people who were perhaps ....der-reprcecntcd or ex-
cluded altogethe r. Elderly people are likely to be under-represented since old age
homes were excluded. T his should be qualified. Old age homes which house the
elderly in self-contained apartments with privat e telephone numbers and which pro-
vide minimal nursing ca re were included. The elderly are probably furth er under-
represented in that many of the non-respondents in the study werenon-respondents
because they were hard-or-hearing and since the survey was a telephone survey it
would be especially difficult to inte rviewsuch a person. It is perha ps a fair assump-
tion that the majority of such persons were elderly. Those who were not well enough
to answer the questionnai re were also excluded, Alt hough our non-response rate was
reasonably low, these peop le should be kept in mind together with those who, at the
time of the survey, resided in an 'excluded inst itut ion' such as a hospital.
A group of people who were ignored altogether were those with no telephones or
tnosc with unlisted telephone numbers. According to t he Newfoundland Telephone
Company, telephone coverage in St . John's is approx imate ly 99% of which about 4%
are unlisted telephone numbers. Given that t he number of unlisted telephones is
small, their exclusion from the survey is unlikely to bias the overall results. However,
these persons would have had the same chance of being selected as those wilh listed
numbers had random digit dia lingbeen used. Since no automatic random digit dialing
equipment W all available, the procedure would have had to have been carried out
manually. T he number of 'useless' numbers generated by a COI • •puter program could
be substant ially reduced providing that only St. John' s extensions were permitted
for the first t hree digits, but non-existent numbers would be generated nonetheless.
Also, many business numbers would be generated and would only be discarded once
tl.e number was called and the place Wall identified as such. Sampling methods for
random digit dialing which reduce the number of useless telephone :" \Imbe r~ in llle
sample have been proposed by Waksberg and Mitofsky (1978), for example. IIIa later
paper, Pott hoff (1987 j generalizestheir technique. Although considered. random digit
dialing was not implemented as at this t ime no bank of numbers from which telephone
numbers could be generated was available for release from the telephone company.
We were comfortable wilh the assurance from the telephone company of almost tota l
listed telephone coverage in the survey area.
Other excluded numbers, and hence possible would-be respondents, were those
associated with prisons , hotels, and inst itutions such as hospitals.
Ideally our frame would have consisted of an enumerated list of all St. John's
exchange telephones - preferaUy including unlisted numbers and excluding those
not of interest such as government departments and bu sinesses. Unfortunately the
telephone company could not release such a list.
1.2 .3 Sampling P r oced ure
St ratification of the population on a suitab le variable may have been valuable. In
some cases telephone exchanges are identical with some charaderistics of the popu-
lation and such exchange numbers may be used to st ratify the popula tion. But in
the present survey, st ratificat ion by telephone exchange numbers is not related to any
st udy variable of interest. Our procedure was to take a random sample of households
as determined by telephone number selection.
The medical researcher was interested in collecting information on all adult
members of a given household. A simple random sample was taken on households in
the St. John's area and once a household was selected, all persons in tha i household
aged 20 years of age or older were approached to be interviewed. That is, we took a
single-stage cluster sample with clusters of unequal size (see Cochran 1977).
One sampling method which was considered was systematic sampling. Since
names were to be selected from the physical telephone directo ry, this would have
facilitated the task of actually selecting members for the survey. T hat is, only one
random number would be generated from which point every kth household would be
selected. In this way systematic sampling tends to distribute the sample over the
population frame more evenly. In the same way, this can also result in periodicity.
The listed population, however, was the telephone directory and it is likely that
alphabetization alone does not group persons in any fashion; they are still randomly
listed Irom the point of view or the study.
The nature of the variables in this study is such that most of the dat a are
categorical. The intention was that contingency tables would be examined by means
of measures or association and logistic and loglinear analyses. Given this, it was
desirable to have as close to a simple random sample as possible. Hence, alt hough
a systematic scheme of samp ling would have made th e job of selection somewhat
easier , the need for a simple random sample from the analvsis viewpoint out.....eighed
this factor. The samplin ·. procedure, however, wu not a simple random sample of
survey members but rather a simple random sam ple of clustefll of unequal sizes, the
average cluster size per sampli n! unit or household bein! approx imately two people
aged 20 years of age or older . What this meant in terms of viol ation of undcrly inA
assumptions of the analytical techniques shan be discussed in a la te r section on design
effects.
1.2 .4 Sample Size
To make a reasonab le determination of sample size, it is advan tageous t.o have some
idea of which st.atistical methods will be employed in the analysis of data. T he
inte ntion of th is st.udy was to model and test for associatio n between variables in
two-way and multi -way tables (Segovia et al. 1987). A commo nly used test in th is
type of analysis is th e X' test . Based on this type of test one can determi ne the samp le
size required provided one fixes the desired siAnificance level, 0" (the probahility of
mist akenly rejectin! the null hypothes is, Ho), the power of the test, 1- fJ(where fJis
the probability of mist akenly acecpt in!: H. ), and the 'e ffect' size (an index of degree
of depart ure from H. ).
If our hypothesis of independence between variables is correct, we would expec t
certain frequ encies of occurrence, or proport ions thereof, in each cell of the contin -
gency ta ble. Specifically, the proport ion of occurrence in each cell would be ;!i, where
m is the number of cells. If the experimenta l or observed cont ingency t able exhib it s
the same proportion s as that which would be expected under the null hypothcela,
the n we would not reject t he hypothesis of independence or no association. T he
strengt h of a."sodation betwee n variables is reflected in t he degree of de par ture from
the expected proportion. Cohen (1977) uses W to index the size of such departu res,
or effect.size.
- t
where n is the sample size and ,\ is the noncentrality parameter of the noncentral
x2 distributhn. Cohen provides tables of sample sizes required for the analysis of
contingency ~ables when a , 1 - p, and W are fixed.
It was known at the outset of the study that several contingency tables would be
analyzed and these were considered when choosing an appropriate sample else. One
such tab le cross-classified the frequency of doctors' visitB (broken down into three
catcgo,;cs) with three levels of health practices. To determine the sample size, 0 was
set at .05, the power at .80, and th e effect size W, at .30 - a ' medium' value suggested
by Cohen for contingency table analysis using X2 tests. Wit h these fixed, for a 3x3
table with 4 degrees of freedom, Cohen's tables give the sample size of n = 133.
In the Alameda County Study (BeUocand Breslow 1972, Belloc 1973, Breslow
and Enstrom 1980) respondent! were asked to report on a total of six health habits .
The outcome wu that J2.4% practised 0-3 of the health habits , 52.3% practised
4-5, and 35.3% practised 6-7. T he Medical Cue Plan (Hep) files from St. John's
were examined to ascertain the marpnal distribution of doctors ' consultations. Of the
patients who had & visit to a docto r, 63.7% had 1·5 visits, 20.4% ha.d 6-10, and 15.9%
had ~ 1I. It seems reesoneble to use these marginal dist ributions as approximations
for the distributions of these var iables in our study. So then, t his a priori information
was used to calculate the expected values in the cellsof the contingency table. These
calculated proportions suggested that a 'large' effed may have sufficed. With 0=.05
and 1- ,11=.80as before , together with Cohen's suggested value of W =.50 for a 'large'
effect, the sample size wu n = 48.
It was d..... .ced that this contingency table be controlled for by sex and age. Let
us think of our two-way contingency table, doc tors' consultationsxllCaltll practicc.~,1Ul
being one layer of t he four-way table scx x agcx doctors' consultmtionsxhcll.l tl, prllc-
tices . The 1981 census gave the marginal distribution for gender in St. John's as
males 45% and females 55%. For age the marg inal distribution WiLlI 56.2%, 27.6%,
and 16.1% for 20-44 years, 45-64 years , and ~65 years , respectively. All else being
equal , with the addition of $CX and age, the cell with the smallest expected propor-
tion of occurrence for doctors' consultation sxheaIth practices would bethat for males
~65 years of age. It seems reasonable therefore , to make the following calculation Lo
obtain a minimum requ ired samp le size.
n = 133/ (.45x.161) = 1836 if W == .30
or n = 48/ (.45x .161) = 663 if W =.50
Given that we anti cipa ted a respo nse rate of 90% and a 90% linkage rate with medical
ut ilizat ion files, the sample size was inflated to
n "'" 1836 / (.90x.90) = 2267 if W =.30
or n = 663 / (.90x .90) = 819 if W =.50
The following was also considered when determining the sam ple size. Theo-
retically , in the analysis of cont ingency tables using X2 tests, the sample size should
be sufficiently large so as to avoid cell frequencies that arc too small. T here is no
definiti ve value, however, for 'small'. Fisher (1970) is one of many who recommend
a minimum expected cell freque ncy of 5. The liter atur e on the sub ject tend s to usc
t his value as an acceptable rule of t humb (Hays 1981, Freeman 1987, Kraemer anti
Thiema nn 1987) althoug h Hays, for one, suggests a minimum value of 10 in 2x2
table s. It is also put forward - particu larly ir the number of degre es of freedom is
large - tha t provided no more than 1 out of 5 cells has a frequency of less than 5,
a minimum expected frequency of 1 is perrnisaable in these cells (see Hays, for ex-
amp le). Camilli and Hopkins' (1978) empirical studies found that even with small
expected cell frequencies in 2x2 tables, Pearson's X 2 test is very robust.
Considering the four-way table, sexx agexdoct ors' consultati ons x health prac-
tices, recall the marginal distribution of each of these categorical variables. The
minimum proportion for each was as follows: sex, 45% (males); age, 16.1% (~65
yea rs); doctors' consultations, 15.9% (~ ll visits); health habits, 12.4% (0·3 habib ).
Hence, for a minimum expected value of I, the sample size required is
n = 1f( ,45x.16I x .l59x .124)
= 700.
To ensure a minimum expected frequency of 5 would require a sample size of
n =5x7 00 = 3500.
Recalling our ant icipated response rat e of 90% and linkage rate of 90%, we need a
eam ple aiae cl
n ~ 3500/ (.9Ox.90)
= 4321.
With all the above calculat ions in mind and considering restr ictions on time, cost
and manpower, a sample size of 3000 was chosen.
1.2.5 Select ion of Sa mpli ng Un its
As we were to use a simple random sample to select our sampling units, a FORTRAN
program was used to genera.te a series of random numbers. The numbers generated
were associated with a given line of the directory in the section of interest. It was
quit e accurately estimated tha t approximately 50% of the numbers would correspond
to non-residential numbers; therefore, the qua ntity of numbers generated was twice
that which would be required for the sample. This program did the following:
• generated A random sample of given size from 72,333 (the number of lines in
the St. John's section of the directory).
• printed these numbers ~ether with their corresponding page, column, lind
column position in the directory.
• randomly a.ssigned An equal quantity of these numbers to a given number of
interviewers.
We originally intended on a sample size of 3000 individuals. Using the Statistics
Canada figure of 2.3 adults 20 years of age and older per household in St . John's
at tha t time, thi s translated into 1304 households. 1b obta in this we had to soloct
1304/ .5=2608 lines. Prior to the commencement ort he survey execution, this Ilumhcr
was increased when reconsideration of our assumed response rate of 90% let! us to
decide th at a rate of 80% would perhaps be more realistic. The refore the number or
lines to be-elect ed by the program was recalculated to be 2608(.9)/ .8=2934.
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Chapter 2
The Survey Execution
2.1 Pre-test ing
At this point the questionnaire was ready for pre-te sting. Several people were selected
at random from the telephone directory and the questionnaire was administered over
the telephone to them. Th is was done to ensure that all questions were phrased in
a way lhal was clearly understood and not ambiguous. As well, it was importa nt to
check that t he layout of the questionnaire was logical and easy for the int erviewers
to Callow. H was abo necessary to check the lenglll of time required to administer
tile question naire. Add itional questions pe rtaini ng to salary and MCP numbe r were
included afte r the pre- testi ng.
The pre-testing suggested some minor alte rations to the phrasing of some of
the quest ions, and a couple of sect ions had the actual layout of the questions alte red
to make it easier (or the interviewers to follow the quest ion sequence. An additional
sect ion was placed at the end of the questionnaire. This section contain ed the infer-
mation (rom the household sheet and the information regarding the total number or
refusals and non-respondents in a given household which was to be filled out after
the interview was completed,
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2.2 Types of Households
Altho ugh the pre-test ing wu only done on individuals, the survey was to be carried
out on all ad ult members or the selected. households. Consequ ently a household . 11C.'Ct
was required . Upon first contact with a household, the interviewer would be required
to let a list of those peo ple in the unit eligible to be interviewed and each person ',
relat ionship with the ' head' of the household. It was not possible in this survey
to have a household sheet that could d early ca tegorize each type of dwelling which
could be encountered. A form was constr ucted which would calegorize households AS
accura tely as possible without being so complicated tha t it would cause confusion or
inconsistency on the part of the interviewers.
In th e end we allowed for three types of households - a family household, a
household of unrelated people, and a single adulLhousehold. Even then, o( course,
not every household could be expected to conform exactly to onc of these set types.
In a. ' family' household, for insta nce, peopl e living with in the dwelling but unrelated
to househol d members were not considered AS part o( the unit. In a case where two
unrela ted fam ilies were residing together , the ramily whose name was listed in the
telephone directory WAStaken to be the selected ' b.mily' household. Where AmArr ied
couple was living with parents / in-laws a nd t he na me listed in the telephone dircc:to ry
was t hat of the younger married couple, then t hat couple const it uted the ' husband'
and 'wife' and the pa renti of t his couple were entered as such. In a household of
live residents , if only two were siblings th en tha t household would be recorded as
an 'unrelated ' household And th e siblings would not be recorded as related . On th e
other hand, if (our of t hese people were siblings, they would become members of a.
' family' household an d the IHth person would not beconsidered as a member o( tl lat
dwclling.
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When it was unclear as to which category a. household belonged, interviewers
were inst ructed to contact the supervision office where a decision would be made
and recorded so t hat in the event that similar households came into the survey, they
wouldbe classified consistently.
2.3 Train ing: The Interviewer's Manual
Once the questionnaire was finalized the n ext step was to write an Interviewer's
Manual. It was comprised of information on the following:
I. Inter viewing Skills :
This briefly stressed the imparlance of the role of the interviewer in a survey .
2. Ethic s of Interviewing:
The duty of the inte rviewer to be discr ete and ensure confidentiality was em-
phas ized. Informat ion obtained from respondents was to be disclosed to no one
with the exception of supervisors.
The import ance of initialing and main taining a comfortable but professional
interactio n was discussed. Interviewers were not to exp ress approval or disap-
proval of a subject's response, nor were they to give leading probes such as
"You do. .don't you?n
3. "Do'gn and "Don'tsn of Interviewing :
Prima rily, t his summarized in point form tha t which had already been men-
tioned. It also mentioned that interviewers were not to interview friends, ac-
quai ntance or relat ives and highlighted some of the things to be kept in mind
when editing completed questionnaires.
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4. Fjeld Wqr k proce d Ure:! ;
T h is includ ed informat ion on the number of households which would be allotted
weekly to ea chinterviewer and the number of individual inte rviews t his would be
ex pected t.o yield. It also informed t he interviewers that weekly meetings would
be held to assess p rogress, sort out pr oblems, deliver completed question naires
and collect new assignment.s. As part. of sta ndard practi ce, spot checks would
be made by supervisors with the respondents of completed questionnaires.
On ce households were assigned, the p rocedu res were out lined for making contac t
and returning completed questionnaires. In order to make an initia l contac t
with a house hold, interviewers were t o make up to seven attem pts 0 11 d ifferent
days and t.imes of the day - five calls wit.hi n the first 1I10nth and two ill tile
next mont h. In t.he case of a refusa l or an entire household or an indiv idual
within a household , a lett er request.ing par ticipa tio n was to be sent from the
field office and the interviewer was t o call back four working days la t.er. At
t.he end of each week, quest ionnaires from complet ed households, togeth er wit h
household sheets a nd intervie wer record forms, would be turned into t he field
office. Int erviewers were inst ructed to call the field office whenever t hey had
a q uery or problem so that such que ries wo uld be hand led immedia tely and
con sistentl y.
5. Comp let ing the Household Sheet :
On e household shee t. was to be comple ted for cadI household. The three types
of household classifications - family, unrelated , and single adult - were defined.
No t every household would fall neatly inlo one of t hese categories and lnsrruc-
tions were given as to what. to do in t h is event ua lity. In addition, an exp la natio n
was given regarding hew to assign an identification number to each household
14
member .
6. Quest ion Instructions :
This sectio n add ressed each of the 69 qu estions in the questionnaire. It clari-
fied questions, explaining Ior example, that 'animal fats ' include food such as
dairy cream, ta ble or ' real' butt er, whole milk, fatty meat and gravy. It gave
instruct ions on bow to record answers an d how to use pro bes.
7. T he F jr st Co ntact wit h the househQld :
This gave the initial sta tement to be used upon first cont act with a household.
8. The Infor med Cooaco t Statement;
Given here was the informed consent sta tement which was to be read to each
individu al before commencing the interv iew.
9 . ~ :
Included among the instructions regardin g edit ing, inte rviewers were directed
to:
• ed it their questionnaires as soon as practicable following the complet ion
of the inter view, ensuring that every appropriate quest ion was answered .
• t.ra nslcr all information to the coding blocks on the questionnaires, us ing
'9 ' , '99' and soon if the question was inapplicable or if the subject did not
kn ow how to answer or refused to answer a question .
10. Question~ the Interviewer Might be Asked :
A list of several questions that a respondent might ask, together with suggeste d
responses, was included. If, for example , a subject exp ressed concern about
the confident iality of the study , the intervie wer could respond by saying that
15
everything she is told is confidential, is seen only by the staff, and that no
person is ever identified in any reports.
This guide was considered to be an l-nportant document to use in tile training of
interviewers and for th eir reference th roughout the course of the field work.
Seven female in terviewers, two of whom had previous interviewing oxpcrlencc
in survey-typ e studies, wereinit ially hired. Shor t ly after selecting these interviewers,
a one-weektraining period was scheduled immediately prior to the commencement of
the field work . During this week, the Interviewer 's Manuel was covered methodically
to ensure tha t everyone understood the skills, ethics and so forth , involved in survey
interviewing. Each item in the questionnaire was discussed.
Interviewers then pract ised administering the questionnaire on each other and
edited and cor rected each other's work. Queries were encouraged and discussed.
Each interviewer was given a list of households which she was expected to contact
over the course of tw o or th ree evenings. Th ese were for practice only and not
included in the analysis. These households had also been selected at random from
the telephone directory but were not ta ken from the list of households to be used in
the household survey. That is, they were selected independently of the survey samp le
[although checked to ensure there was no overlap ). With these 'prac tice' households,
questionnaires and household sheets were to be completed and editing was to be done
immediately up on finishing each interview. Eac h day interviews completed during
the previous evening were discussed among the group.
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2.4 The Commencement of Int e r v iew ing
Once the t raining period was over, the survey started in earnest. Interviewers were
inst ruc ted to complete all close to 40 questio nnaires per week as possible. They were
not to go beyond this quota since there were only two field supervisors who, among
their other duties , were responsible for edit ing questionnaires after delivery to the
field office. In addition, there wa.s an upper limit on the number of ques tionnaires
which would be entered onto the computer system each week at Newfoundland and
Labrador Computer Services. H would be best if the interviewing were carried out
al the same rate as the editing and data entry so t.hat when errors occurred or
clarification was required on IL given questionnaire , this fact would he uncovered as
close to the time of the interview as possible. This reason was twofold. First , if the
interviewer herself could answer the query, she would he much more likely to be able
to do so short ly after the interview than after a period of a weekor more. Second, i{ a
follow-upcall to the respondent were required, it should be done as soon as possible.
2 .4.1 Interviewers - Ke epi ng Tabs
Originally it was intended that a certai n percentage of the interviews would take
place at the field office under direct supervision, but unfort unately it did not turn
out to be viable. Physical space limitat ion was such that the only room available to
us in which on-campus telephone interviews could be conveniently made, was only
large enough to accommodate one interviewer with one supervisor . Although it was
a disadvantage that interviews could not take place unde r direct supervision, it was
hoped that other supervisory methods would suffice.
In addition to keeping track of the team's work t hrough meetings and careful
editing . some 'running tabulations' were kept. Each week and {or each interviewer
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the number of households was recorded, together with the number of people in each
household less than 20 years of age, t he number at least 20 years of age, and the
number of refusals, non-respondents and respondents. All this information was cb-
tained from the household sheets , From individual questionnaires several varlablcs
were recorded. With these few variables, some comparisons could bc made between
interv iewers and with census information. We will discuss later a problem uncovered
by these running tabu lations.
Interviewers were compared for number of refusals, non-respondents , rcspcu-
dents and number of completed questionnaires. Small discrepancies in the number
completed per week were both expected and accepted . Concern over differences in
the number of questionnaires completed was not as great as lha t over differences in
ratios of refusals and/or non-respondents with the total number of possible rcspcn-
dents from the households. For the most part , such ratios did not exhibit statistical
differences between interviewers although some interviewers generally appeared to
elicit more responses than others.
As well as comparing interviewers regarding the above, the research team was
interested in the response rate itself since, of course, the projected response rate influ-
enced the sample size. Also, regardless of the number of responses, it was obviously
a concern that t he refusal rate be as low as possible so as to reduce possible bias in
the results.
The interviewers' distributions on variables such as sex, marita l statu s, height ,
and number of people per household at least 20 years of age, were compared. Any
consistent and significant differences between inte rviewers would warrant closer in-
spection . If a. given interviewer deviated conaist-n t ly from her co-workers, it might
suggest that the questionnaire was not being administered in the way it was intended
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or that short -cut s were being taken. Although th e quest ions recorded were perhaps
not the best to uncover if an interviewer were taking short -cuts, they st ill served th eir
intended purpose to some degree. In large part , t he reason for the choice of these
quest ions among all t he possible questions was simply tha t census dat a, while gener-
ally not readily available on most variables, were available on t hese. This also allowed
th e research team to check th at the data from the sample selected was in keeping with
census data on t hese variables specifically and, therefore, hopefully on other variables
in general. In par ticular , the number of people per dwelling who were?: 20 years old
was of interest; th e census figure of 2.3 adul ts per household was used in calculating
the number of households to select. A deviation from this could greatly influence the
sample size since it was households and not individuals which were selected from the
directo ry. Our average was slightly less than this and to compensat e for the reducti on
in t he number of possible responden ts that th is caused, we generated several more
random numbers. It was assumed th at th e slight discrepan cy only indicated a minor
change in the popu lation since the census of 1985 or a slightly different definition
of a household for our survey than that used by th e census. Hence, increasing the
number of households to sample would not bias our results. T he variable sex was of
interest since th e ratio of males to females was another factor in our choice of sample
size. Knowing the sex was also important in that othe r stati stics (such as marital
st atus and height ) were available in the census broken down by gender . As well, the
variable height was not useful unless t he sex of the respon dent was known.
2.5 D at a Entry, Processing, C he cking and C lean-
ing
Newfoundland and Labrad or Comput ing Services (NLCS) was approached in the
early days of the study when the proposal Cor the project itself was being drafted.
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Their services were employed for data entry on the understa nding that they would
receive approximately 200 questionnaires per week. Although we requested 40 qucs-
tionnaires per week from each of our seven interviewers, we were correct in our as-
sumption that we would not exceed this number on a weekly basis,
The coding area of the questionnaire was designed in consultation with their
sta ff so as to maximize facility of data entry and hence reduce the nUT. bcr of data
entry errors. In addition, they were to enter the information twice and flag any non-
matching entries. A program also checked for a limited number of 'out-of-bounds'
data points.
Each week when questionnaires were brought to NLCS, the previous week's work
was collected and returned to the field office, together with any tapes onto which the
data had been transfe rred. The tapes were then copied onto the university's computer
system. Once the re, programs were run to test whether the measurements on the
aforementioned 'ru nning tab ulation' variables were sta tistica lly the same among the
interviewers. These tests brought to light the rather disturbing fact that dat a from
one of the interviewers were consistent ly and statist ically differing from the others,
This prompted the field office staff to make callbacks to a sample of respondents for
each interviewer. Respondents were informed that this was a sta ndard random check
to ensure that the interviews had been conducted properly by the interviewers and
they were requested to answer again a selection of the questions it quickly became
evident tha t in the case of six of the seven interviewers the questions were being
answered by respondents to the field officestaff as they had been to the interviewers.
For one of the interviewers, however, this was not so. or course, onemight expect
and accep t slight discrepancies between the first and second inter view, especially if
more than a week had passed, but such discrepancies were much mere pronounced in
the case of the one interviewer. Unfort unately this inter viewer had to be dismissed.
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The approximately 500 questionnaires which she had completed were redis-
tributed among the other interviewers and readministered. A statement was pre-
pared for the interviewers to read to these respondents explaining that it had been
discovered that the questionnaire had perhaps not been carried out correct ly in the
first instance and requesting that they repeat it. These were completed again with
surprising results; rather than refusing to repeat the interview or being aggravated
by the request , the majority of these respondents were very obliging. In fact , many
seemed pleased that the research team was being careful regarding their data; others
were relieved, stating that they had not been impressed at the way the questionnaire
had been administered in the first instance. The response rate was very good. In ret-
rospect, the fact that the problem only became evident after several weeks makes it
more clear that every effort should be made in the future to have at least a percentage
of the inter viewsadministered under direct supervision.
Although the response rate from these questionnaires was very good, it was
important to check that they were not different from the other completed question-
naires. Several variables were tes ted for stat istical difference between the repeated
questionnaires and the others. When no significant differencessurfaced, the research
team was satisfied to pool the data from these questionnaires with the data from the
others.
As the data became available to the research team, the data cleaning continued.
Errors to be checked included those uncovered through the program which flagged
errors during data entry, ' coding' errors such as a 3 being coded where there could
only be a 1 or a 2, and 'logical' errors such as a person who reported having never
smoked later stating that he smoked a. package of cigarettes each day. Suspected
outliers were also checked. The questionnaires from which the errors surfaced were
examined. If the values on the questionnaire and in the data file corresponded but
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were impossible or ext remely unlikely, a callback was sometimes ill order; otherwise,
in the event of an impossible answer, the value was receded as 'missing '.
2.6 Refusals a nd N on-resp onden t s
It was anticipated that some household members would request additional lnforrna-
tion about the st udy before agreeing to part icipate or would require more information
pertaining to the request for their MCP number. Hence two letters were dra wn up -
one explaining the nature of the st udy and the other justifying the request of Mer
numbers. Both letter s repeated the promise of confident iality. For would-be respon-
dents who refused to answer the questionnaire, two additional let ters were prepared
_.one for complete household refusals and one for individual refusals.
When any of these situation s arose, interviewers were instructed to contact the
field office immediately. From ther e the appropriate lett er would be mailed. After
several days the interviewer was to contact tha t household again. If the person still
declined to participate in the stu dy, the household sheet, together with any completed
questionnaires from that household, was to be ret urned to the office. Once all the
households in the survey were contacted and interviews completed, the refusals were
pooled and redistrib uted among the interviewers. No interviewer was to receive her
own refusals to readminister . This yielded good results with many people granting
interviews to a different interviewer. Once this stage was eomplcto, there was a 90%
response rate among those households in which at least one person answered the
questionnaire. The remaining 10% were not all refusals, per se, but rath er some were
' non-respondents". These included people who were perhaps too ill to come to the
telephone , but this subgroup seemed to be largely made up or the hard-of-hearing.
With respect to not being able to make even an initial contact with a household
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or an individual, interviewers were instructed to try at least seven times before re-
garding tbe household or individual as unobtainable. Sometimes one member of the
household was temporarily absent so bad to be contacted several days or even weeks
after the initial contact. If he were to be gone for longer than this, he was considered
unob tainable.
Summary: H ouseh olds for which th ere was ~ 1 response
Frequency %of Total Number of Subjects
Households
Subjec ts
Respondents
Refusals
Non-Respondents
1675
3649
3300
195
154
9004
5.3
4.2
The above summary refers only to those househo lds for which t here was at least
one response. Th ese correspond to households for which the household sheet (which
recorded the number of respon ses, non-responses and refusa ls) was completed. It
ignores entirely the households where no respons e could be obtained. T he sample
listi ng consisted of 2076 househo lds. Of these, 1675 had at least one respondent. Of
the remaining 401 households, 179 were contacted and of these, 148 were complete
household refusals and 31 were household non-respondents. The remaining 222 con-
siste d of households for which the telephone number was no longer in se rvice (N/S)
or for which no contact could be made after seven attempts . T wo were households
in which all residents were under 20 years of age.
Based on knowledge of the samp le cluste r size of 2.18 adults per household,
(mi =2.18) the number of adults can be estimated for the households where no
household sheet was completed . T hese estimates appea r below:
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Summary
Total
Irn
4522.58
3300
517.42
221.53
483.63
1 48 (~)==322.42
31(~)=67_53
222(mf)=483.63
Frequency
1675
364!} 401(~)=813.58
3300
195
154Non-Respondents
Other
(N/S, No Answer, etc.]
Households
Subjects
Respondents
Refusals
• Households for which the re was '2:1 response
o Households in which the re were no respondents
Theref ore we estimate the following response rates :
Households for which ther e was ;::; 1 response
Including all households where contact was made
(i.e., excluding N/S , No Answer, but including
complete household refusals and non-responses}
Including aU households
(~)=90AO%
(~)=81.70%
(~)=72_97%
2.7 Linkage
The data having been collected , twostages of data linkage were carried out . Linkage
refer s to the joining of the survey data with data from another source. It was done
via Mep numbers which were available for 2994 (or 90,7%) of the respondents. The
remaining 306 respondents were those who refused to provide their Mep number or
did not have one (foreign students or members of the security forces, {or example).
The data on the 2994 people were then linked with the date from twoexternal sources.
The first source, termed 'hospital utilization' data, was extracted from com-
puter tapes from the Departme nt of Health and added to the survey data base.
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These data provided the number of days a respondent spent in hospital (excluding
hospita lizations due to pregnancy or delivery) for the four-year period from April
1981 to March 1985 and was the most up-to-date that could be obtained. T he reason
for the hospitalizat ion was not used.
The second exte rnal source was termed 'physician consultation' data. T his was
obtained through computer records of doctors' insurance claims made to the New-
foundland Medical Care Commission. Due to the very st rict confidentia lity of this
information, an Order in Council from the Provincial Cabine t was required before
it could be released, a process which took approximately three months. Once re-
leased , it provided the number of physician consultations that a respondent had in
the one year period corresponding very closely wit h calendar year 1985. Since ding-
nostie information was not made available , these were for all consultatio ns, including
pregnan cy related visits. Again t his was th e most up-to-date informa tion available .
S um mary
Number of Respondents
Number Linked with MCP Data Files
Frequency
3300
2994
Summary of Those Li nked With MCP F iles
Frequency
Number with ~ 1 Doctor Visit 2434
over 1 year (including pregnancy)
Number with 2: 1 Hospit al Day 599
over 4 years (excluding pregnancy)
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2.8 Sum mary Suggestions for Future Telephone
Surveys
Th e following are severa l suggestio ns which should be kept in mind when telep hone
s urveys similar to this one are undertake n. T his list is not intended to be exhaustive .
• In T ELEPHO NE SURVEY METHODS : Samp ling, Selection and SUpcf\·jsion,
Lavrakas (1987) suggests that selecting from the telephone di rectory is Ined-
visable ifthe proportion of non-coverage is esti mated to be more tha n 10·15%
and one is intending to generalize his results to the population at large. In this
st udy t}',(~ rate of non-coverage was est imated by the Newfoundland Telephone
Com pany to be approx imatel y 4%. If t his proportion were to increase much
beyond this point, random digit dialing (rdd) should be seriously considered
since with rdd those with unlisted telephone numbers would be as likely to fall
into th e sample as those with listed numbers. This is importa nt, when a large
proportion of households have unlisted numbers and people belonging to t hese
households tend to exhibit certa in characteristics. For example, according to
Lavra kas, in the United Stat es the most likely group of people to have unlisted
numb ers are lower income minority Americans.
• In est imatin g the number of tel ephone numbers required in our sa mpling pocl tc
achie ve a given number of completed questionnaires, the cluste r size, estim ated
respon se rate and the estimated number of resident ial numbers in t he section
of int erest in the telephone directory were considered. In addit ion to these,
through a pilot study or possibly by contactin g the telephone company, tile
numbe r of 'not -in-service' numbers am ong th e eligible households could have
been estimated. An inflation factor might have also been used to compensate
for oth er ' non-respondents', such C13those whose numbers produ ced no answer
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after seven calls and those who could not answer the questionnaire due to
illness, forexample. This might haveeliminated the need to increase our sample
pool size after the st udy had sta rted. When this was increased it was done
to compensate for the 'not-in -service' and 'no answer' numbers and for the
decrease in the sample d uster size from the quoted census cluster size of 2.3
from Stat istics Canada. Replacing such households if they were refusals could
bias the results , but replacing them due to 'not-in-service' and ' no answer'
numbers should not have this effect unless persons belonging to such households
are not randomly distributed throughout the population. Before replacing these
numbers in the future, it would be worthwhile to contact the telephone company
for a breakdown of reasons for, and proport ion of, 'not-in-service' lines.
• With respect to the field work it is strongly advised that the effort be made
to directly supervise interviewers, particularly less experienced interviewers,
In the event of space limitations, on each day one or two interviewers should
be scheduled to conduct their interviews at the field office while the others
carry theirs out at home, This should take place with as many interviews
as possible at the beginning of the study with the frequency of supervised
interviewsdropping oIT as it progresses.
• For future questionnairesit would be advisable to break down the 'n on-response'
rate for each eligible member of the household into several categories, such as
' no response ' after seven atte mpts, due to illness or due to absence during the
survey period. A more thorough breakdown of reasons for 'non-response' could
be useful when planning a similar type of survey in the future.
In addition, all eligible households should have a household sheet completed
even when no response is elicited from the unit so as to record whether this
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was due to a not-in-service number or due to complete household refusal or
non-response.
For complete household refusals, t he attempt should be made to find cut the
number of eligible household members. This would increase the accuracy of the
estimated number of refusals among these households. As it WIlS , ~he number
of refusals was estimated based on the sample cluster size from those 1675
households where the in£ormation was available.
Despite these practical problems, the survey was highly successful with a very
low non-response rate .
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Chapter 3
The Analysis of Data
The purpose of this study is to examine many socio-medical questions per taining
to people's lifestyles, health practices and utilization of health services. As such,
information was obtained on some of the many variables associated with these aspects
of people's lives.
The data were collected and first briefly explo red by looking at frequency dis-
tributions and descriptive statistics. As is the case in many studies in the social
sciences, t he data collected in the present survey were, for the most part , categorical.
This chapter, therefore, will deal with analytical tools for categorical data. Since
categorical data are often presented as cross-ta bulations, we will look at two-way
and mult i-way tables. Tests of hypotheses of independence will be considered as will
several of the many measures of association developed for just such analysis of cate -
gorical da ta. Stre ngths and weaknesses of these measures will be discussed. As the
emphasis is on the application as opposed to the mathematical development of these
measures of association, they are not rigorously dealt with from the mathematical
point of view. After t his preliminary analysis we will furth er exami ne the manne r in
which variab les interact with one another. To this end we generate models for given
sets of variables. To do so we employsuch stat istica l techniques as logistic regression
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and loglinear analysis.
Many interestin g questions existed for the research team so that during the
analysis many different variables wereexplored. From the perspective of the research
team and from the socio-medical point of view, all those explored arc of interest. It is
not the primary purpose of this report, however, to present medicalfindings. For this
reason, only a small number of the variables are focused upon since to do otherwise
would result in much repetition in this chapte r. Th is subset of variables will suffice as
illustrat ions throughout the remainder of this report and wi11 be discussed in varying
detail at the time of illustra tion.
SPSS-X and BMDP were the primary statis tical packages used in the analysis.
Minita b was also used to a lesser extent. All analyses were done on the VAX Cluster
running VMS in the Departm ent of Computi ng Services at Memorial University of
Newfoundland.
3.1 Contingency Tab le Analysis
A contingency ta ble classifies data according to some categorical criterion. We may
have an r xc cont ingency table , for example, which crosses r levels of variable A with
e levels of variable B . Our data are classified according to the particular category
01' A and B to which they belong. The categories of a given variable arc mutually
exclusive and any given person or item can fall into one and only one cell or the the
cont ingency table.
In ex; . .ring our dat a in th is study, we wanted to sec if two variables in our table
were independen t, and if not independent , to what degree they could be considered
related or associated. Our hypothesis is given as:
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110 : There is no association, versus
HI: T he null hypothesis is not true
In the sections which follow, we shall test t his hypoth esis and discuss, in gen-
eral, the measures of association which may be 'led to examine to what degree the
variables may be related to one another .
3.1.1 Test s of Indep end en ce in Two-Way Tables
In studies such as this one, a simple random sample (of households in this instance)
is ta ken and only the sample size n is fixed. A variety of questions are asked of those
in the sample. This is as opposed to the insta nce when marginal totals are fixed.
This would be the case, for example, if prior to the study one were to fix the number
of males and females to interview. No marginal totals were fixed in our study.
We consider a two-way (rxc) cross-tabulation of two discrete categorical vari-
ables, A and B, where lij is the frequency of observations in the cell of the contin-
gency table corresponding to row i and column j - that is, corresponding to levels i
and j of variables A an B, respectively. The marginal row frequency k = E;=lI ii
is the sum of the frequencies of level i of variable A over all levels of variable B.
Similarly, the marginal column frequency is IJ = D'",1 Ii; . The tota l frequency of
all subjects is given by I..=.. n. Expressed in terms of observed proportions, Pii is
the observed proport ion in row i and column j . P(A = i) = P;. = Li=1 P;j and
P(ll = j) = P,i = Ei=1P;j. Under the assumption of independence of A and B,
PtA =i, B = j) =Pi.Pi =Pi; where Pi. and Pi are the marginal probabilities and
Pi; is t he joint probability.
In what follows, 1;; and Pi; will denote observed frequencies and proportions,
respectively while Fi; and Pi; will denote the corresponding estimated expected val-
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ues. The standard maximum likelihood estimates of the marginal probabilities are
h = Id» and P.j = Isl».
We may test the independence of A and 8 by looking at the x2test statistic,
x», which is commonly used to test for homogeneity or independence of variables.
As is well known, under our null hypothesis of independence , X'l has an approximate
Xlr- l)(C- l} dist ribution where
x' = t t If,; ~ F,;)'
;c l j =1 Fij
The lower bound on this statistic is 0, which is achieved when f;j = f\ for all
i.i- P rovided there are no zero marginal totals, the uppe r bound is n(q - 1) where
q =mi n{r,c}. Cramer (1946) states that any row or column consisting entirely of
zeros may be discarded and Blalock (1912) shows how, under this assumpt ion of
non-zero marginal frequencies, the upper bound on x» is n(q - I). Without this
rest riction there is no upper bound.
Although X'l is easy to calculate and apply and is frequently used, it should be
used with caution when the samp lesize is large, as is the case here. Being scnslflve to
sample size, t he test statistic willgrow as n increases and hence the null hypothesis
may well be rejected simply because n is large, rather than because the hypothesis is
not t rue. In discussing X~, Reynolds (1977a), for example, comments that "one can
always find a significant relat ionship by making the sample large enough. In public
opinion surveys, where n often exceeds 1500,the difficulty of separat ing substantive
from stat istica l significance is particu larly acute." Also recall from our section on
sample size that we must be careful in our reliance on x» if our table contains cells
with zero frequency. As mentioned in that section, it is gene rally suggested that this
test statistic be used onl y if th ere are no cellswith zero freq uency and a minimum of
80% or the cells have 5 or more observations.
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Yates ' x2 corrected for continu ity: X;
X 2 is known as the Pearson X2 test etet lsrlc. Theoret ically it i~ appropriate
only when the expected values in the contingency ta ble are large, as only then can
it be assumed to have an approximate x2 distribut ion. Therefore the suitability - or
indeed the validity - of this test statistic may be questionable when these values arc
small. Yates suggested a factor to correct for this situatio n in a 2x2 table. We will
denote Yates' corrected X 2 by X; where
X2 _ 0(lf1lh2 - f12hl l - iP
c - !l.fd.tf.2
Maxwell (1961, 1978) is a proponent of X; claiming that it should be favoured
over X 2 even if the expected values arc at least 5 and that , in any event, it must be
used when the samp le size is small. Everitt (1977) also recommends it while pointing
out that t here has been debate regarding its use in all cases. Fingleton (1984) avoids
using it in his discussion, citing Fienberg. And Fienbcrg (1977) suggests that the usc
of X; may not be appropriate if the reason for using it is to correct X 2 so that it
more closely approximates a x2 dist ribut ion when the sample size is large. He, like
Grizzle (1967) and Conover (1974) before him, warns that X;may lead to a test that
is too conservative; t he null hypothesis is not rejected as frequently as it should be in
2x2 t ables. There are many cont ributions to the lit erature which debate the merits
or the continuity correction X; over X 2•
Mer 's exact t est
Anot her alternative to X 2 for 2x2 tab les is Fisher's exact test (Everitt 1977,
Reynolds 1977a, Upton 1978) which is given by
p = !l.1h.!f)f.2 !
JlI!iJ2!J21!J22!J..!
Rather than approximating a x2 distribution, this calculates the exact probabilities.
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As with X;, th is may be used when the expected cell frequencies a rc small. This test
stat istic may be recommended when the sampling scheme involves fixing marginal
tota ls. Fisher's exact test is a one-ta iled test as opposed to the two-tailed X2 and
X; tests . In tables with large values for cells and for row and column margiuals,
this is cumbersome to calculate. For 2x2 tables, statistical packages such as SPSS-X
and BMDP calculate P only when the minimum expected cell frequency is less than
20; if this frequency is at least 20, then test statistics which have apprcximetc x2
distributions are substituted.
When examining fourfold tables in our study, wedo not require such alternatives
to the X2 test stat istic since with our large sample size and our variables under
consideration , weshou ld not have cells with such small expected cell Irequcncics as
wou ld warrant these alternat ives.
Like lihood _Rntio Test' <r
The likelihood-rat io test, (fl , is also used to test for independence . Again, if
the expected cell frequencies are large, it approximates a. xl.-l)(c-l) distribution. It
is given by
where log is the natu ral logarithm. (J'l, like X2, should be used with caution if at
all, when expected cell frequencies are small. We are not , as a general rule , seriously
affected by this in our study pa rt icularly in lower dimensional tables.
It has been known for some time that smoking adversely effects one's health.
Given the amount of public awareness of and concern about the effects of smoking on
healt h, the research team was interested in st.udyingthe relationship between smoking
habits of the general public and their self-assessed health sta tus Self-assessed health
status is a measure of health that has been proposed in the social medicalliterature
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as a valid substi tut e for th e very costly evaluat ion or healt h by a medical tea m.
Respondents were as ked questio ns pe rtaining to smoking habit s, and from th eir
answers a variable was constructed which ca tegorized each respondent as having never
smoked , as a forme r smoker (havin g given up smoking for at least one year ), or as a
current smoker. The respo ndents were also asked to rate thei r health as poor , fair,
good, or excellent. From t hese two variab les we consider the 3 x4 table below, where
the values in parenthesis a re the ex pect ed values.
G' = 64.322
p= .OOOO
x' =63.087
p = .0000
(df~ 6)
T bl 3 1a e
Heal th Stat us
Smoke poor fair ood excellent Totals
never smoked 10 172 696 414 1292
(20.8) (214.6) (696.9) (359.8)
former smoker 14 125 428 250 817
(13.1) (135.7) (140.7) (227.5)
current smoker 29 251 656 255 1191
1119.1\ 1197.8\ 1642.4\ 1331.7)
Totals 53 548 1780 919 3300
Th e observed significance level, or p-va lue, which we denote by p , is t he proba--
bility of getting a te st st at ist ic valu e at leas t as extreme as th e value observed . Here
we reject the hypot hesis of independence between smoking habit and self-assessed
heal th habi ts; these two variab les ap pear to be related in som e way. With th e X '
and CPsta tisli cs we cannot assume causalit y although , from a medical persp ective,
one would probably surmise that if dependence is indicate d then il is mor e likely that
self-assessed health sl atus is dependent upon smoking habi t t han th e re verse.
In this par ticular example there arc no cells with a freque ncy less t han 5, but th e
sample size is qu ite large and it cou ld be that our te st statistics were la rge enough to
cause us to reject our hypo t hesis not because the var iables are trul y ind epend en t but
because X' and (p are sens it ive to th e large sample size. Because of t his, with large
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sample sizes weshould not rely entirely on values of x2 sta t istics. In a later section we
will discuss statistics which try to compensate for th is and will also consider measures
of association which may shed more light on the relationship which exists between
variables which are apparently not independent .
3.1.2 Partitioning X2 Test St at istics in Two-Way Tables
Often we are not interested only in the hypothesis of independence between variables
in a contingency table but also in subhypotheses within this tab le. For a medical
researcher this is the case wit h the hypothesis we have just explored. It WIIS an
importan t tabl e and further analysis was attempted by examining subhypctucsca
through partit ioning.
There are methods forpartitioning tab leswhich enable oneto d ivide th e original
table into eubtebles on which subhypotheses may be subsequently tested using a X2
test statistic such as Pearson's X 2 or th. 'ikelihood-ratio (fl . Although different
methods exist for doing so, we sha ll only give an example using the method used by
Goodman (1968) (sec Reynolds 1977a or Agresti 1984, (or example). As pointed out
many times in the literature, a x2 statistic can he decomposed into component parts
such that t he degrees of freedom of the overall st atistic is equal to the sum of the
degrees of freedom or those parts. In an rxc tab le, for example, we can partition
our overall x2 into as many as (r - IHc -1) component parts since there arc that
many degrees of freedom. In this case, each component part would correspond to a
2x2 ta ble each which would be test ed for independence with a X2 test statistic with I
degree of freedom. Pearson's X 2 has been used with such partitions; however we use
G' since when par titioned the component parts of X~ sum approxima tely to the X 2
of the original table whereas the component parts of G1 sum exactly to the overall
0'.
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Let us look again at our table of smo king><hea/thstatus. In that original table
we rejected our hypothesis of independence between these two variables . Prior to
examining that table we were interested in the independence of these variables with
smoking as a dichotomy - eit her one smokes or does not . With this variable still
dichotomous, we were also interested in the independence of the two variables when
an individual assesses his health status as either poor Of fair, Of as good or excellent.
To this end, let us re-examine our Jx4 table, applying a method of parti tioning given
by Goodman as stated in Reynolds (1977a). Under this method we pa rti tion the
original 3><4 table into two parts. One subtable consists of the first 2 rows and all
1 columns to give us a 2><4 table (3.1a). Tha t is, we drop the current smokers from
our table. Our second subtable is also a 2x4 table (3.l b) where one of the rows wi11
be th e row ignored in the first subtab le (the current smokers) and the other row is
the sum of the rows used in th at first subtable, namely the former smokers and those
who never smoked. Let us look at the first subtable of our partition.
Table 3 la
Health Status
Smoke poor fair good excellent Totals
never smoked 10 172 696 414 1292
(14.7) (181.9) (688.6) (406.8)
former smokcr 14 125 428 250 817
(9.3) (115.1) (435.4) (257.2)
Tota ls 24 297 1124 664 2109
G~ = 5.681
p= .1282
X 2=5.824
p= .1205
(df_ 3)
Noting the values for the test stati stics for this table , we say that they arc not
significant and therefore we do not reject the subhypothesis of independence of the
twn variables when current smokers are not considered. This is a rather interesting
finding as it implies that those who have given up smoking for at least one year do
noLappear to rate their health status differently than those who never smoked.
Now let us look at table 3.lb , the second part ition of our 3x 4 tab le.
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Cf2 =58.641
p= .0000
.\'2 = 58.567
p= .0000
(dr= 3)
T bl 31ba e .
Health Status
Smoke peer fair - l!:ood excellent Totals
not cur rent 24 297 1124 664 2109
(rormer/ never) (33.9) (350.2) (1137.6) (587.3)
current smoker ( 1~:ll (l~~161 (6~;~41 255 1191(331.7)
Total s 53 548 1780 919 3300
This is significant, so wereject the subhypothesis of independence of the two variables
when smoking is dichotomi zed as current and ne t curren t smokers , Those who do not
smoke currently - whethe r the y have never smoked or are former smokers - appea r
to rate their health st atus differently than those who are current smokers.
Recall tha t prior to examining the origina l table we were also interested in th e
independence of the t wo variables when an individual rates his hea lth status as either
poor or fair, or as good or excellent . Continuing to partitio n table au, we consid- r
the t ables which follow. In each case th e smoking variable is dichotom ized as in
tab le 3.1b. In the first subtable, 3.lc, we only look at those people with poor or Ialr
sell-assessed health stat us.
(fl = 1.539 p= .2148
X 2 = 1.543 p= .2141
(df~ I)
T bl 31a e .rc
Heal th Status
Smoke poor fair Total s
not current 24 297 321
(28.3) (292.7)
current smoker (2~97 \ (2;~13\ 280
Total s 53 548 601
Thi s is not significant, hence we do not reject the subhypothesis or independence
of the two variables as they stand here . It is interest ing that for those who ra le t heir
health as less than good, the rut t hat t hey are current smokers or no t current smokers
is independent of whethe r they rate thei r health as either poor or fair.
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In our next subtable, 3.1d, we consider the remainder of our respondents,
namely those who rated their health as good or excellent.
Table 3.1d
Health Status
Smoke good excellent Totals
not current 1124- 664 1788 G' = 22.866 p= .0000
(1179.2) (608.8) X 2 = 22,477 p= .0000
current smoker 656 255 911 (df= 1)
(600.8) (310.2)
Totals 17B{) 919 2699
As this is significant we reject the subhypothesis of independence of the variables
when only those with good or excellent self-assessed health status are conaidc.ed.
For this sub-group, those who do and do not currently smoke appear to rate their
heahh status differently,
Finally weexamine more closelyanother subtable (3.1e) in which we were par-
ticularly interested and which prompted the second stage of partitioning. In this
instance, with all respondents included, the self-assessed health status variable is
coded as either poor or fair, or as good or excellent.
(J2 = 34.236 p= .0000
X 2=35.11 1 p= .0000
(df= 1)
Tabl 31ee
Health Status
Smoke poor fair good excellent Totals
not current 321 \788 2109
(384.1) (1724.9)
currentsmokcr 280 911 1191
(216.91 f974.1l
Totals 601 2699 3300
Since this is significant, we again reject the subhypothesis of independence of the
two variables when they arc both dichotomized as seen in the subtabJe. Those who
do not currently smoke rate their health differently from those who do smoke. The
non-current smokers arc more inclined than the current smokers to rate their health
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as good or excellent rather than poor or fair . This confirms previous work which has
acknowled ged for some time that smok ing has detrimenta l effects on heal th. AIt110ugh
we cannot assume causality here, we can st ate that using th is dichotom y a penon's
smoking status is not indepen dent of his self-assessed healt h rati ng.
Note that t he component subt ables o f table 3. l b, namely tables 3.1c, 3.1d and
3.le, give G1valu es which sum exa.ct.ly to th e CZ value for table 3.lb. In th is par-
t itioning, the (J2 associat ed with t able 3.l c contribut es much less to the 0 ' of table
3.l b th an does t he CZ of tab le 3.ld or 3.1e . The contribu t ions of the CP and X'
st atisti cs obtained from t he subta bles of the or iginal table arc summa rized below:
Table 31£
Table Subt able df a X p iG ) p X'I
Ini tial Part itioning of Tabl e 3.1
3.1 origina l 6 64.322 63.081 .0000 .0000
3.la never V8 fonne r smokers 3 5.681 5 .824 .1282 .1200
on assesJing healt h as
poor, fair, geed or excellent
3.1h not curre nt vs curren t smokers 3 58.641 58.567 .0000 .0000
on assessi ng health as
DOOr, fair , cod or excellent
Furt her Partitioning or Table 3.l b
3.1c not current vs current smokers 1 1.539 1.543 .2148 .214 1
on assessing health as
healt h u poor or fair
3.1d not cu rrent V1 curren t smokers 1 22.866 22.477 .0000 .0000
on usessin! heal th as
good or excellent
3.l e not cu rren t vs curre nt smokers 1 34.236 35.111 .0000 .0000
on assess ing heal th as
poor/fair or ood/excellent
The method used by Goodman can he further extended so that any TXt table
can be partitioned into (r - 1)(e - l ) 2x2 tab les. For a nice illustration on how to
do this , see Reynolds (1977a).
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For additional discussions on methods of partitioning X2 statistics, see Len-
caste r (1949), Kimball (1954), or Maxwell (1961). In the method used in the above
partitlcnlng, subhypotheses of interest are dec ided upon prior to the testing of the
overall table. Some authors comment that the subhypothcses can be suggested once
the original table has been examined. From the original table the researcher can
focus on those cells whichcontribute the most to the overall statistic. Based on these
cells, the researcher may the n decide upon which subtablcs he wishes to examine.
Specificguidelines for this partit ioning are given by Upton (1978), Iverson (1979),
and Freeman (1987), forexample.
As convenient and att ractive as Goodman 's met hod is, one should be careful
when examining part icularsubtables basedon decisions made afterstu~ying the orig-
inal table as this is contrary to the underlyir.-. assumption of randomness. Maxwell
(1961) and Everitt (1977), for example, warn against this. It is advisable that de-
cisions be made II priori if the intention is to draw conclusions from the test of
hypotheses. When one has no idea in advance which subtables might be of interest,
the only op t ion may be to choosesubtables a fter examination of the original t able.
However, conclusions should not be drawn in this instance. Rather the investiga-
tor might use this as a means of explceetory analysis and any findings may suggest
possible sub tables to investigate in future studies .
3.1 .3 M easures of Associ ation
By rejecting a hypothesisof independence between smokingand health st atus, we are
claiming that some association exists between the two ieiables. This section looks
at how we might judge to what extent they and other variables are associated.
With the X 2 statistic, when the observed and expected values are equivalent
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and hence the value or X 2 is 0, there is no associati on. All else being equal, the
larger X 2, the greate r the association. We must beca utious about relying on th is :uI
a measure of association just u we must when using it as /I, tcst stiltistic, Since the
value of X~ increases as the sample size increases, a. large value {or X 2 may simply
reflect a large samp le size rather th an a strong association,
Pearson proposed correcting for thisby dividing by n to get a measure of asso-
cia tion between the twovariables, Other measures have also been proposed which arc
more or less appropriate depending upon the nature of the data. To see howmuch of
a relationshi p there is,we turn to measures of associa tion formulated specifically for
categorical data, Which measures are usedwill depend on the data and the variables
of interest t o the researcher. The variables, for example, may be nominal or ord inal.
Or rather t han looking at the association between two variables, wemay be interes ted
in the level of agreement between spo uses, say, as they consider the same quest ion.
We will first look at measures of associat ion which are based on Pearson's ,\'2
and then a t the cross-product rat io and meas ures based on 111is ratio. Following
thi s, we will look at measures of proportional reduct ion in predictive error and or
agreement . Finally we will focus on those which take account of the ordinnlity or
variables,
Severa l measures of association are described of which a. small subset are used
in the analy sis. Th ese were deemed to he the most appropriate and useful to our
health survey data, The others, alt hough not employed in this study, arc described
because the measur es more commonly used and discussed in the literature should he
mentioned br iefly in a report which dealswith theana lysis of categorical data so t hat
one may ascer tain why certain measures of association were considered to be m ore
suit able tha n others, In any analysis of categ orical d ata, while not all measures of
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association arc appropriate, one need not limit himself to one and only one 'correct '
measurement.
Measu res Based on X '
X' test sta t istics were discussedas they pertained to the testing of independence
of categorical data. Now weshall look at several measures of association based on
Pearson's x' test stat is t ic, X' .
Phi -Sq ua red, 1>', T h e Mean Squa re Contingency Coefficient
Recall that X' is sensit ive to the sample size, n, in as much as its magnitude is pro-
portional to n. As a result , it cannot be considered a relia ble measure of association.
Pearson removed this sample size effect with the measure of association, tP'whichis
estimated as X'l divided by n. That is,
Since O;5X'$;n(q - I) , q =min{r,c} in an s-xe contingency tabl e, it follows that
05tP'$;Q - 1. Thi s is assuming that there are no zero ma.rginal total s. Without this
assumpt ion the upper limit of q,'is infinity. The minimum value of zero is achieved
when there is no association between the variables. The maximum value of q - 1 is
attained when ther e is strict perfect association in a square table or implicit perfect
association in a non-square table. Strict perfect associat ion, which can only occur in
a square table, is attained when each row andeach column has one non-zero entry.
Implicit perfect associat ion in a non-square rxc table means that for each row or
column (but dearly not both) there is only one non-zero cell. And all else being
equal, the closer the value to q - 1, the stronger the association. Although tP' is not
sensitive to sample size it isclear that it is still dependent on the dimensions of the
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contingency table. This can make interpretation of ~' difficult if it docs not take a
value of 0 or q - 1. Another disadvantage of ~' is that it is sensitive to the marginal
distributi ons of the vari ables. The greater the margi nal variation in the variables the
further is the value of ~' from its upper bound. Hence this is not a good measure 1)(
association if the marginals are highly skewed. In our s tudy, when cross-tabula ting
health practice variables by health status and hospital utilization variables, quite
often one or both marg inal distribu tions from a ta ble were skewed, so alt hough an
appropria te measure oc casionally, it was not one of the more favourable ones for our
study.
Since ¢J'is not sensitive to n, it may be used to compare tables provided tha t
the marginal distributions are not highly skewed and are airnilar between tab les. The
medical researcher might be inter ested in comparing tables from the study with aile
another or with those from a similar study. If the mar ginal dist ributions for the
tables arc alike for the samples from each study, for instance, we might consider th is
an acceptable comparativemeasure of association . If we wish to compare tables hilt
the marginals ar e not the same from tabl e to table, it would not then be advisable
to use this as a. measure . When comparing tables or when the mar ginals arc highly
skewed, in addition to displaying the original tab le Reyn olds (19778) suggests sta n-
dardizing tables. Garson (1976) discusses the max imum value attainable for tb'when
the mar ginals for the two variables differ, where t his maximum value depends upon
the marginals.
In the special case of the 2x2 table, ¢J' reduce s to
estimated by
which is the same as the square of Pearson's correla tion coefficient p, which is dis-
cussed in most e lementary stat istic texts. p can be considered a measure of association
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or correlation between tw"O variables with p2 being the percent of variation of the de-
pendent variable explained by the independent variable. Of course, measures based
on X 2 do not assume that one variable is dependent and the other independent. That
is, they are symmetric measures.
Pe ar son's Con t ingency Coe fficient C
To overcome the fact that ¢2 can exceed I, Pearson introduced the measure of assn-
ciation, C where
estimated by
which can clearly never exceed uni ty. This measure is theoretically bounded by 0 and
I, taking the value of 0 when the variables are independen t .
The upper limit of 1 cannot be at tained in practice. The maximum value of C
which can be at tained is jiff where q = min{r,c} anrl. thi s occurs under stri ct or
implicit perfect associatio n in a square or a non-square table, respect ively. So wesee
that at its maximum value under perfect associatio n, the value of C relies upon t he
number of rows and columns, approaching unity as the number of rows and columns
increases. Garson (1976) comments that for this reason some social scientis ts suggest
using this measure only when tab les are at least 5xS. Even under strict perfect
association unity will not be reached. Since this can make interpre tation difficult ,
Reynolds (1977a), for examp le, suggests dividing C by the maximum value of C in a
square contingency table. Given t hat our tables are usually not as large as 5x5 nor
square, t his was not generally an apprcp-iate measures to use in our study.
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Tachu p r ow 'a T
Because even under strict or implicit perfect association the maximum value of C
depends upon the number of rows and columns, Tschuprow proposed another measure
of association, T , where
[ />' ]1T= 1[(, - 1)(,- 1)1'
Note that when r = c=2, T =,p.
Recall that O$ q11':::;q-l where q = min{r,c}. So again T willbe zero when the
variables arc independent. The maximum value which can be atta ined is given by
[mi.,r- l,,- ,)]l = [mi"'-I,,-, )]l[(r -l)(c - l)jl maxlr 1,e 1)
Unlike C which Ilpp'f'O{lches 1, this measure of association will a tt llin I under
strict perfect association. Tha t is, it will achieve unity when there is perfect associ-
aticn in an r xr- table regardless of how large the table is. (Recall Garson's advice
regarding the use of C only when tables are at least 5x S.) When the table is not
squ are th is is not t rue and T < 1. Llebetrau (1983) WArns that the maximum value
of T becomes quite small if rand e are not almost equal. Even though there were
some square tables in our health study, most were not and th e dimensions were not
always dose to square. So although an improvement over C , this again W 1lS not a
measure of association useful for our analysis.
Cramer's V
Yet another measure of association based on X 2 is Cramer's V. This quant ity, lnrro-
duced by Cramer in 1946, is a standardized qIgiven by
( />, )1 ( if>' )1V= q:t = miner I ,e-l)
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where O:5Y:::;1.
Notice tha t whcn r = c = 2, V = T = ~ = p and in a 2xc table, V = ~.
Furthermore, when we have any r xe table,
v ~( ,/>' )1>( ,/>' ,)I~T
m;n[. - I,<-I ) - [(r- l)«- I))'
with equality holding only when r = c.
T his n.cesure V is preferable to T since it can achieve unity for all rxc tables
in the case of strict or implicit perfect association. In other words, although T may
attain its maximum value in square tables, V may attain this value for any rxc table.
Agresti (1984) suggests using measures of association such as V for comparing the
degree of relationship between tables as opposed to using it as an association measure
for a given table out warns against this if the marginal distributions of the tables
being compared arc not similar.
For all the aforementioned measures of association based on X 2 , confidence lim-
its may be obtained if one calculates the asymptot ic variance. See Bishop, Fienberg
and Holland (1975), Kendall and Stuar t (1979), or Liebetrau (1983).
Despite their ease of calculation, these are not necessarily the best measures
of association to employ. As pointed out, they tend to be sensitive to the marginal
distributions of the variables and to the table dimensions and so unless tl ,~ variables
are independcnt or perfectly associated they are difficult to interpret. They can
sometimes be useful for comparing tables of the same dimensions but caution is
extended here as wellif the marginal distributions differ vcry much from table to table.
Sincc our cross-tabulat ions of health variables have marginal distributions which are
frequcntly skewed these measures of association were infrequently calculated. Other
measures of association are more appropriate for our health data. Nonetheless there
was occasion when we wished to compare tables with similar marginal distributions
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and given th e pros and cons of the aforementioned , Cramer's V was used for this
ccmperiscn. Examples are not presented here as such tab les are discussed in the
later section on loglinear analysis .
In what followswe will look at alternat ive measures of associati on available for
r xc contingency tabl es and will begin by exploring those intended specifically for
2x2 ta bles.
T he Cross.Produet Ratio a nd Measures Based on it
Crose-P rodu ct or Od ds R atio, a
A frequent ly used measur e of associati on is the cross-product or odds ratio. It has
some excellent featur es and is useful in aiding in the unde rstandin g of Joglillear anal-
ysis since it plays an important part in t he development of loglinear models. Because
loglinear mode ls can he an import ant tool in the analysis of healt h data like we have
in this curre nt project , this cross-prod uct ratio is discussed in some det ail. First
we shall look at it as it pertai ns to fourfold tables after which we shall look at two
measure s based on th e cross-produ ct ratio .
Consider th e fourfold t able where l ij is the observed frequen cy in t he cell cor-
responding to row i and column j .
If our two variables, A and B, are independent we would concl ude th at knowing
a person's characterist ic on one variable will not enlighten U5 regard ing which category
of the other variable he belongs to. Referring to our tabl e we say th:..t conditional
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upon belonging to category 1 of variable A (that is, Ad, the odds of belonging to
category 1 (as opposed to category 2) of variable Bare lu/l n. Similarly, given that
one belongs to A l , the odds of belonging to category B I (asopposed to B2) are h i/In .
If these two rat ios are equivalent, knowing whether a person has characteristic Al or
Al does not help us identify whether he will have characteristic 8 1 or 8 2; that is,
A and B arc independent. We can think of this equivalently in terms of the cross-
product or odds ratio , a. This is simply the ratio of the two aforementioned ratios
so that ,
which is estimate d by & = PuPn = 111122
PUPll lulu
Clearly, if the twoodds are equal then the ratio of the odds, a , is unity. Hence
we say that if variables A and 8 are independent or not associated , then Q = 1.
This is dea r when expressed in terms of the ratio of two equal odds. But what if
the variables are associated? The range of Q is 0 :5 ct < 00 with the lower bound
being achieved when Pn and/or P22 is zero and the upper bound be ing attai ned
when PI2 and/or Pli is zero, In other words, the upper and lower bounds may be
attained under either strict perfect (opposite cells off a diagonal arc both zero) or
under weak perfect (only one cell i- zero) association. As Reynolds (1977a) points
out , that it can achieve its upper or its lower bound under weak perfect association
may be considered a weakness by some. Agresti (1984) refers to Gart and Zweifel
(1967) in mentioning that if one has no reason in theory for suspecting p"j = 0 for
any i,i then the estimator &~= ff.:t::Ur.:t::lmight be used in lieu of a.This is also
recommended by Upton (1978).
One feature of the cross-product ratio is that under row or column interchange
only, the direction of the association changes while the magnitude remains the same.
If we denote the original cross-product ratio as a and the cross-product rat io resulting
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from rowor columninterchange as ai, then 0' = I/o'. When 0 ::; 0' < I the association
is 'negative' and when 1 < 0' < 00 it is 'positive'. This is clearer if we express the
odds ratio as a log odds ratio . That is, take the natural logarithm of 0' to give
loga = log ~:~~
The measure of association, loga, now has a range of - 00 < logc < 00 with no
association existing when a = 1 or log a =O. Now we see that if the two ratios 0'
and ai are such that a =I / o', then log a = log~ or loga =-log 0' so clearly the
ratio s have the same magnitude or association but in opposite directions.
Given public concern about diet, the research team wasinter ested in the eating
hab its of the general population. To find out a little about their eating habits, one
question people were asked was if they made any conscious effort to limit the amount
of red meet in their diet for health reasons. The medical researcher was interested
in whether males and females respond differently to this quest ion. The table below
cross-tabulates sex with whether or not one limits the amount of red meat in his or
her diet.
H we were to calculate a X~ test statistic here we would reject a hypothesis of
independence of these variables, but let us look more closely at this tabl e using the
cross-product rat io. H gender is thought of as being fixed, then conditional on being
male, the odds of not limiting red meat (as opposed to limiting it) are 1097 to 416,
or .lffl =2.64, so tha t men appear noL to limit red meat in their diets more than
two and a half times as frequently as they do. Given tha t one is female, on the other
hand , the odds of not limiting red meat (as opposed to limiting it) are 1024 to 763,
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or~ = 1.34 so t hat women do not limit red meat less than one and a half t imes all
frequently all they do. The ratio of these odds is
• 1097/ 416
a =1024/ 763 =1.96 so tha t loga = .68.
Men appear less likely than women to limit the red meat in t heir diet, in a ratio of
app roximately 2 to 1. So then, here the odds ratio is a way of measurin g the strength
of association between a person's sex and his or her limitation on eat ing red meat ; it
gives a clear picture of how these variables are related.
We may wish to have a confidence interval for t his measu re or may wish to
compute a ~tatistic to lest its significance. We can calculate this, all fer large samples
t here exist estimates of the variance of this measure of association (see Bishop ct al.
1975, Of Fienberg 1977).
;' 2. =&z(...!...+-.!....+ ..!....+...!.... ) and 0-210 _ =...!... +...!... +...!.... + ...!...
(<» III 112 hI hz (so) 111 112 [n h 2
provided j;j > 0 for all i,j. If any Ii; = 0, one simple alternative is to add ~ to
each observed cell when computing a or lcg c (see. for p.)," r"",ple, Reynolds 1977a or
Liebctrau 1983).
For large samples, a and log & arc appc, ..IJ t.ormelly d istributed with
means a and log a, respectively. For large n, the approximate 100(1- p)%confidence
interval for log a is
Since Corlarge sam ples
X z = (~~gaV
a(los")
is asymp totica lly dist ributed as X~, the statistic Xl may be used to test for inde-
pendence of t he two variables in a fourfold table. Expressing X Z in this way, we
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calculate
X'l = [log~W - 81 43iikr+4hi+iii+rh - .
On the basis of this test statistic we would reject our hypothesis of indepen dence of
the two variables.
Aside from its relat ive ease of interpre tatio n, the odds ratio has a couple of
other important propert ies. First, it is invariant under row and column inte rchange
and, as already mentioned, under row or column interchange, only the direction of
the associatio n changes. H we change the rows only of our general fourfold table, we
get the reciprocal of our original cross-product ratio . H the columns of this table arc
also inte rchanged then we get back our original table. So our measure of association
is symmet ric; it does not matte r which of our variables we consider the dependent or
independent variable.
Another feature of the cross-product ratio is that it is invariant under row and
column multiplicat ion. H we multiply the first And second rows of our fourfold table
by r. and r'l and the first and second columns by ci and cr, we get the same value
for the cross-product ratio that we had in the original table. Because a is invariant
under row and column multiplication, th is measure of association is not sensitive
to the margina l distr ibutions of the variables. A favourable outcome of this is t hat
comparisons can be made between tables which have different marginl\l distributions.
This is in contrast to those X'.based measures of association such as 4J'l, C, T, and V.
For th is reason, and especially because of its clear intuitive interpretat ion, this ratio
is used repeatedly in our study either alone or with other measures of association.
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Yul e's Q a nd Y
Two measures of association exist which .:ore att ributable to Yule (1912) and which
Arc functions of the cross-product ratio. These are known as Yule's Q and Y an d are
given by
Q PuPn - PI2P21
Pu Pn + PI2 P21
0-1
;;:j:l
aod Y =
Va-I
v'a+ 1
so that Q 2Y1 + y 2
Except under inder ' " lence, or st rict or weak perfect associa tion when Q or Yare
equivalent , IVI < IQI· The est imates Qand Y are obtained by replacing Q' with &.
Yule's Q and Y have a range of -1 to + 1 with independence betw een variables
resulti ng in t hese measures taking a value of zero (0 = 1). T he bounds of ± l can again
be attained under weak perfect as well as st rict perfect associat ion. As previously
mcnt ioned, th is is not always an at t racti ve featu re. Pielou (1969), in specific reference
to Q, is crit ical of t his measure of associatio n for this reason, claiming that a measure
which att ains an uppe r bou nd under weak perfect associat ion is undesira ble, at least
in some fields of research such as ecology.
By alte ring our table for a mom ent , let us see what this would mean if our
cross-t abu lation of sex by red meat limitation in the diet were to have had either
strict or weak perfect association .
S3
Limit Red Meat
Sox No y.,
Male 1097 0
Female 0 763
Q=Y= 1
& = 00
~=v
=t= l
6=.707
Limit Red Meat
Sox No Yes
Male 1097 0
Female 1024 763
=v
=1'= .470
6=.425
In the first instance we have st rict per fect associat ion with ~ = V = i =Q=
Y = I, & = 00, 6 = .707 so that aU of these measures arc attaining their meximmn
value. That this table depicts strict perfect associatio n is clear. Knowing t hat a
person did not limit the amount of red meet in the diet, we know with certa inty that
he is male. Similarly, knowing the person limited the amount of red meat in the diet,
we know with certainty that she is female.
On the other hand, in our second table, knowing t he person respon ded amr·
matively to the question about the restriction of red meat in the diet tells us with
certainty that the respondent is female; however. knowing that the person responded
negatively to that question docs not tell us the sex of that respondent wit h certainty.
In fac t , if the respondent answered 'no', the odds that the person is ma le arc 1097 to
1024. We can hardly claim that prior knowledge that the response is 'no' will tell us
the person's gender with certai nty. Yet while J,V,i; and 6 reflect t his, Q= Y = I
and & = 00 which indicate perfect association. Clearly the perfect associati on of this
table, however, is not the same as the per fect association of the first.
Two other features which Q and Y have in common with o are that they arc in-
varian t under row and column mult ip lication and under row and column interchange.
Again assuming that the sample size is large, both Q and Yare approximately
nor mally dis tributed. Sec, for examp le, Bishop et al. (1975), Upton (1978), or
Liebetrau (1983), for est imates of the means and variances of these measures.
In spi te of the sim ilarities of the properties of Q and Y with a, the intcrpn..
tatio ns of t hese measures are different . To understan d the meaning of Q we should
note th at it is equivalent to Goodman and Kruskal's .., (1954) for 2x 2 ta bles. Th e
reader is referred to t he lat er discussion of this measure "t for ordinal data, whose
interpr etation relies on an understanding of concordan t (like ordered) and discor-
dant (unlike orde red) pairs of observations from the same population. Davis (1971)
gives painstaking deta ils on how to calculate Q and on its intr insic mean ing. In his
compa rison of Q with 't , he points out that Q is used when exploring dichotomous
variables. While"t can also be calculated for 2x2 tab les, it should be used with
variab les with more t han two categories which occur ' naturally ' as ord inal or are
constr ucted as ordinal from interval or ratio level variables. Fienberg (1977) warns
against using Yule's measures when the dichotomous variables are constructed from
availab le continuous bivariat e data .
The usefulness ofY as a measure of association appear s questionable. Altho ugh
Bishop , Ficnbcrg and Holland (1975) attempt to interpret Y, t here does not appear
to be a ny simple meaning of this measure. This fact is acknowledged by others
(Reynolds 1977a and Garson 1976, for examp le), and as Kendall and Stuart (1979)
slate, "nothing much seems to be gained by the use of Y". It is probab ly for this
reason that Y appears infrequently in the literature and also why there is no at tempt
to discus s ils inte rpretation here as it relates to our da ta.
Proportiona l Reduction in Er ror M eas ur es
Measures of association exist which have been referred to as proportional reduc-
tion in error (or PRE) measures . These measures give the proportional reduction in
predict ive erro r which results when one moves from pred icting t he probabili ty of error
in classi fying one variable without knowledge of t he other variable, to the probabili ty
of error in classifying t he same variable wilh knowledge of the ot her. With variables
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A and B, let us denote the two probabilities o( error as P(Rule I) and P(Rule 2)
where
P(Rule 1)= probability of error in guessint; to which catqory of one variable (A,
say) an individual belongs when the category of the other variable (0 , say) to
which he belcnge is unknown.
P(Ru le 2)= probabilit y or error in ~essint; A when B i8 known.
The PRE measure, P! R.u~(~~(=(~ule 21 is the proportional reduction in the amount
of error due to knowledge of one variable's category in predicting the category Oil the
other var iable.
Good man and Kruskal's Lambda, .l.
One such measure, Goodman and Kruskal'S.l.Agives the following rules(or predict ion.
Rule 1: With no knowledt;e or B but only of the mart;inal distr ibution of A. suess
that the individual.belongs to the A category with the largest marginal proba-
bility, denoted p.. . =m axi{Po.), i = l •. .• ,r. Therefore, P.... is the probability or
correct classification and 1 - P... is the probability of incorrect c1assilication.
Ru le 2: With knowledge of the B category. guess that the individual belongs to
the A catcsory corresponding to the cell with the largest probability in that j
column. That is, P", j =max; {Pij}. i = 1•. .. ,r ror given i - the maximum cell
probability in column j of variable B. The probability of error in classiflcetion
of A given B is I - Ej . lmax;{Pi,d = 1 - Ej ... Pmj
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lienee,
P (Rule I) - P (Rule 2)
P(Rule 1)
(1 - p• .l- (1 - 0 -' p. ;)
I -P .
Ej .., Pm; - p .
I- P...
which is estimated by
XA = Ei"~J:i: 1m.
where I.... is the maximum marginal total for variable A (rows), 1m; is t he largest cell
frequency in column j of variable Band n is the total sample size.
Just as X" is the est imated proportional reduction in error in predicting A
given the predictor or independent variable B, the proportional reduction in error in
predicting B given the independent variable A, is XB where,
In this way, ),A and ),8 are asymmetric measures and might well be employed when
one has two-way ta bles of nominal level variables for which one variable is independent
and the other dependent. We may, however, use the following symmetric variat ion
of ), in the event that our table is symmetric:
~ = (l::'.,f;. - f.) +(L ! , f. ; - f•.)
2n I.. f•.
Th is is similar in interpret at ion in that we may think of symmetric), as the pro-
port ional reduction in error from knowing the classificat ion of the second variable as
opposed to not knowing it . In this instance, however, we do not treat one of the
variables as the explanatory and the other as the response variable. Hair of the time
we estimate the proportional reduction in error in predict ing A given B and the ot her
half of the time we estimate the measure for B given A.
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The following comments apply to ..\A, .\8 and .\. For simplicity wc will rcfcr only
to .\A' All the.\ measures vary between 0 and 1. If t he variables have no predict ive
eesociati on then the >'Sare zero; the knowledge of classification on thc second variable
in no way aids in our prediction of the first . In this case the variables arc independent.
Although t he independence of the variables implies that the measure is zero, ti le
converse need not hold. That is, >'A = 0 does not necessarily imply that th e t wo
variables are independent . (See Upton 1978, or Bishop et al. 1975, who also show
t his while giving an example of .\S not being invariant unde r scale tran sformat ion.)
ICno error is made in guessing A when B is known, th en B is a perfect predictor and
>'A= 1. This will only occur Heach column (B ) has at most one non-zero probabili ty,
t hat is, under st rict or implicit perfect associat ion (for columns in thi s case).
Confidence interva ls may be calculated upon estimation of the large sample
variance for the ..\measures. For the formulae for the se variances sec Goodman and
Kruskal (1963) , Bishop et a1. (1975), Reynolds (1977a), or Liebetrau (1983).
Goo dman a nd Kruska l' s Ta u, T
Another PRE measure due to Goodman and Kruskal is TA. The inter pretation is the
same as before in that it is a proport ional reductio n in error measurement given by
PfRu~(~~req~ule21 . The difference is in the rules which are used to classify variable
A with and without knowledge of variable B.
R ul e 1: With no knowledge of B but only of the marg inal dist ribution of A, classify
individua ls into cat egories of A in such a way as to maintai n the marginal
distribution of A. The probability or correct classification in t his case is L:i.dn
and the probabilit y of incorrect classification is 1 - E;=1 Pj~ '
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Rule 2: With knowledge of the B category, we again preserve the marginal distri-
bution by classifying an individual into category i of variabt- A within column
j (variable B) with probability ~. The probability of error in classifying A
given D is I - Ej=l Ei=t ~ .
Hence,
P(Rule I ) - P(Rule 2)
P(Rule 1)
(1- Ei=l Pl) - (1 - Ej=1Ei=l ;;)
l-I:!=IPl
Ej= l Er-1~ - E:'=t Pl
1 Ei=,Pl
which is estimated by
fA = n Ej"'lEi"'l~ - Ei=, H
n
2 Er"'IR
As with >., there is an analogous TB which can he calculated when we wish to see if
knowledge of the predictor variable A aids in the classification of B. An alternative
interpretation of T as given by Light and Margolin (based on Gini's work), draws
upon analogies with the analysis of variance. See, for example Bishop ct al . (1975),
Reynolds (1977a), or Liebctrau (1983). 'This interpretation will not be elabora ted on
here .
Goodman and Kruskal's Ts vary between 0 and 1. If the variables are indepen-
dent then T,A = O. In the event of perfect prediction (strict or implicit) of A given B,
fA =1. For formulae for large sample variances of this measure of association, see
Goodman and Kruskal (1972).
Both Blalock (1972) and Reynolds (1977a) suggest T cver xwhen the mergina l
distribution of the dependent variable is highly skewed since then>' may equal (or
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nea rly equal) zero - not beca use the variables are independent but because of the
skewness. T is not as sensit ive to sk...wed marginals in the dependent variable.
Let us review our table of health stat us versus smoking habit, Recall that for
this table the X 2 (and G2) tes t for independence was highly eigniflcant indicating
a relationship between these two variables, Let us examine the strcngth of this
association on the basis of the PRE measure of association,
Health Sta tus
Smoke poor fa ir good excellent Tota ls
never smoked 10 172 696 414 1292
former smoker 14 125 428 250 817
current smoker 29 251 656 255 1191
Totals 53 548 1780 919 3300
~h'101 = .0,1880
>'.",oko = .0000
j = .02778
i,. .lol = ,01066
i.m ot. =.00616
The esti mated proport ional reduction in error in predicting ltr.altll status given
the category of smoking habit to which the respondents belong is ).,..101 = .04880.
Tha t is, we reduce the number of erro rs in classification of health status by only 5%
by knowing that the person never smoked or is a former or current smoker. Treati ng
smoking habit as the dependent variable, we do not reduce the numher of errors in
classification of this variable at all (J..",.ko = .0000) with knowledge of the health
status category although, as pointed out , a value of 0 does not necessarily mean tha t
the variables are independent.
If any causal rela tionship is to be surmised here, we might logically treat he.lltJl
sta tus as dependent , working under the assumption tha t smoking habit influences
a person's health status . Others might argue, however, tha t lit ICl\St sometimes a
person 's smoking status might be dictated by his perceived health status with, Ior
example, people giving up smoking when they perceive that t heir health sta tus is
not as good as it should be. If neithe r variable is t reated I\S the dependent one, we
use the symmetric variation of the measure, ~ = .02778 and say that by using prior
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knowledge abo ut the classification of one variable, we are able to reduce our error in
d as!ilia t ion by less t han 3%.
Using the classification rule of T , we find that we can reduce our error rate
by only 1% (7... . , = .01066) if health .status is our dependent variable. 1" is more
approp riate th&ll.\ in this cue iIlII t he dependent variable he.tlth , ta tus is skewed . The
smoking variable, however, is not too skewed so t here may beno advantage in usin/!;1"
over .\ if smoking is tr eated as th e dependent variable. In any case, t he values of t he
measures arc so low as to indica te that there is no significant proport ional reduct ion
in error regardless of which of t he two class ification rules is used and regardless of
whet her we treat t his as an asy mmetric or symmetr ic table. Tha t is, there is not A
significant reduction in the error rate of classification. Knowledge of smoking habit
or health status docs not significantly aid in the classification of t he other variable.
It is often helpful to have a proport ional reduction in error interpretation (or a
cont ingency table . Different ones have been exam intJ in our study bu t given tha t our
health indicator variables are ofte n skewed, we generally use Goodman and Ktuska l'.
T measure. Th is is fur-.ner illustrated in the loglinear an alysis section .
Measu re of Agreement
Cohen 's ~
One special measure of associat ion is Cohen' s ~ (1960) which measures agreement
hetween two people's categoriza tion or ranking of an ite m. In our study we use t his
when we are interested in the degree of agreement between pairs of people such as
husbands and wives, as they ra nk an item. Since each person of the pair rat es an
item on the same scale, ~ is used in square r x r tables only. Cohen's measure is given
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by
and estimated by
where Po = D.l Po; is the proportion of instances in which the pair agr ees. Thi s cor-
respon ds to those cases appearing on the main diago nal of t he table. p~ =1:i.1 Pi.P.i
is the p roportion of instances of agreement that one would expect to find 011 t he
main diagonal by chance under independence. The marginal distribu tions for the
pai r must he the same if Ii: is to he able to achieve its max imum (all cff-dle gonel
elements being zero ). T:,e division by 1 - p. normalizes Ie to make it independent of
t h e marginal tot als (see Cohe n 1960, Reyno lds 1977&, or Liebct rau 1983). In t ile case
of perfect agreement we would expect to find all observat ions on the main diagonal so
t hat p.. = I and It = 1. In the case of indepen de nce the amount of agree ment is the
same as one would expect by chance, so Po=Pe and K =O. Allhough independence
implies t hat N. = 0 the converse need not hold as t here may be cases in which associ-
a tion of another kind exists even t hough agreement d....es not . See Bis hop, F ienbcrg
and Holland (1975) for such an example. If there is absolute ly no ag reement between
the pa ir, then Po = 0 and Jo; = -~. Bis hop et al, give t he estimated asy mptotic
variance of 1'.
A variation on I' is weighted 1' . This considers the case in which one doc s ne t
simply have agreement or disagreement between pa in of ! -dividual s but degrees of
ag reemen t . For example, those not falling on the main diagonal but belongi ng to a
cell adjo ining the main diag ona l m ay show a greater degree of association than those
falli ng far from this diago nal. See Reyno lds (1977a ) and Licbctreu (1983 ) for a more
complete discussion of weighted 1'.
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This is quite a different wayof looking at measures of association and one which
we use in our study when we wish to ascertain, for instance, the degree of familial
agreement. We have already seen measures of association applied to our table of
sex by limit red meat. Now we want to know if husbands and wives responded in
the same way to the question of whether or not they consciously limit red meat in
their diet for bealth reasons. It is logical to hypothesize that they would as we would
expect them to share many meals and perhaps also share altitudes about diet and
nutrition. Here we are only interested in married couples for which both spouses
responded to the questr.
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This gives a value of ic = .24076 which showssome agreement between husband
and wife although not as much as one might expect. If then we assume that couples
share many meals, we may surmise that in at least some instances, the limitation of
red meat in the diet is a conscious effort on the part of one member (presumably the
one preparing the meal) to have a healthful diet and not a conscious effort on the
part of the other spouse. Tha t person may be limiting the amount of red meat in
the diet but not for health reasons.
All respondents in this study were asked how satisfied they were with medical
care in their own experience on a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 indicated dissatisfaction
and 5, satisfaction. It was desirable to see the extent to which married couples
responded identically.
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Sat isfaction With Medical Care
Husbands
Wives 1 2 3 4 5 Totals
I 2 2 8 6 9 21
2 6 2 6 4 10 21
3 5 9 31 46 58 14'
4 , 8 24 90 94 225
5 11 11 62 112 361 563
Totals 38 32 131 258 532 991
This tables gives a value of ic= .17020. Couples do not agree identically most
of th e time, Note that the marginals are quite skewed here. Most people responded
with a level of satisfaction of three or better with the majority of couples tending to
be more satisfied than dissatisfied with medical care. We might expect a stronger
associat ion if we were to use a weighted 1'. That is, in our calculat ion we could take
into consideration the fact that couples who, for instance, have one partner completely
satisfied with health care (5) and the other almost completely satisfied (4) display a
greate r degree of agreement than the pair with one partner being completely satisfied
and the other tending towards dissatisfaction.
O r di na l Measures or Asso ciation
Up to this point the measures of association were primarily for nominal ,lala
in two-way contingency tables. We will now concentrate on those tables for which
the variables are ordinal. Ordinal variables may arise naturally as in th e case of It
respondent classifying his health as 'poo r', 'fair ', 'good', or 'excellent' or may arise
when a continuous variable is grouped into discrete categories such as age being
grouped as '20-44' , '45-64' or '~65', or as an index of exercise with an underlying
continuum being broken down into four categories ranging from 'sedentary' to 'very
act ive'. Clearly there is a loss of information when we categorize variables yet such
categorizat ion is necessary ifwe wish to analyze the data usingmeasures of association
in contingency tables or loglincar analysis. Many of the variables in this study arc
ordinal either naturally or due to grouping, hence the measures of association in this
section are important . This is not to say that we cannot use previously discussed
measures. Indeed these may be used even when we have ordinal variables bu t since
they ignore ordinality they do not take advantage of all the available informat ion.
Measures Bas ed on Conco rd ance an d Discord anc e
There are several measures of association which are based on the difference in ccnccr-
dant and discordant pairs in a contingency table in which both variables are ordered.
Rather than considering individuals, we must now think in terms of pairs of individ-
uals drawn at random. The pair is called concordant if one of the individuals ranks
higher tha n the other individual on both variables A and B. The pair is discordant if
they ran k in opposite directions, that is, if an individual in the pair ranks higher than
the other individual on one variable but lower on the other variable. The remaining
possibility is that the pair is t ied. This can happen in three ways; the pair may be
tied on variable A but not on variable B, on B but not on A, or on bot h variables.
The following notal ion is used:
C the number of concordant pairs
D the number of discordant pairs
TA the number of pairs tied on A but not on B
TB the number of pairs t ied on B but not on A
TAB the number of pairs tied on A and B
Th e total number of possible pairs is (~) where n is the number of individuals
in the ta ble.
Formulae for calculating these pairs may be found in numerous texts (Kendall
and Stua rt 1979, Hays 1981, Agresti 1984, or Freeman 1987).
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Kendall 's TS
Kendall considered the difference bet ween the probability of occurrence of concordant
pair s (Pc) and the probabili ty of discordant pairs (P,,) with his measure of associati on,
T =: Pc- PD _ This measure was constr ucted under t he assumption that the variables
in question were continuous and could be comple tely ranked with no tics occurr ing
in the pairs.
An estimate of T is given by Tg = (C - 0) / (~) where (~) includes all possible
pairs, whether or not tied. Thus this measure can be interpreted as the d ifference in
the concordant and discordant pairs over all possible pairs of individuals drawn at
random . Thi s atta ins the extreme value of 1 when all the pairs arc concordant and
- 1 when all the pa irs arc discordant. When A and B arc independent , the cha nce of
having 'concordant pairs is the same as that of having discordant pairs so the measure
is zero. Th e converse of t his need not hold. T his measure of association is relativel y
easy to unde rstand but should be used with caution in contingency table anal ysis
since t he assumption of continuous variables is violated and tics do exist .
Two alternat ive T measures exist . Thei r estim ates arc denoted f b and f. where
. C - D
" J (C + D+TAHC+D+TBl
and
T. ::: n2(~~ 1~/2m where m :::min{r ,c}
See Liebet rau (1983) for estim ated large sampl e variances of Tg , ~ and T••
Tb compensat es somewhat for the fad th at tics exist in our t wo-way tab les.
The extreme values of ±l are aUained by T, when all the pairs of observations arc
concordant (11. ::: 1) or discordant (1\ = - 1). T his can only happe n when the
contingency table is square so t hat Tb cannot attai n its maximum if rf:.c. As before,
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if t.he variables are independent.this measure is zero but. the converse is not necessari ly
t rue.
Stua rt (1953) modified T with Tc to allow a non-square contingency ta ble to at-
tain its extr eme values. Several authors have pointed out the difficulty in interpreting
this measure, however.
Genera lly spea king these measures of association arc dependen t upon the num-
ber of categories present in the ta ble. As the number of categories increases, the
number of tics should decrease and therefore the closer the estimated measure should
app roach th e t rue difference in the proportion of concordant and discor 'ant pairs. In
the presence of many tics, these measures tend to understa te the degree of association .
G oodma n and Kr uskal' s Gamm a, ,
Cood man and Kruskal's , (1954) is a measure of association which is also based on
concordant and discordant pairs. Given by
,= ~: ~~: andestimat.edby 7 = g ~~
it is the difference in the probabilities of concordant and discordant. pairs conditional
on there being no ties at all. If the two variables arc independent, ...,= 0 but the
convene need not hold. It not only attains its extreme values of ± 1 under strict
perfect positive or negative correlat ion but also under asymmetr ic per fect or weak
perfect correlation. Sec Reynolds (1977a) for illustr ations of these different ty pes
of correlation. For the formula for the estimated large sample variance of 7, see
Licbc rrau (1983).
ll there arc a lot of ties the n, te nds to overstate the true measure of associati on;
the more t ics, the greater the degree to which this is true. T his might be the case
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especia.ly as the number of categories in a tab le decreases as, all else being equal,
the proportion of tie s will increase as the number of categories decreasei. Allhou gh
this is a prob lem with 1, it is an appealing measure due to its simple interpretation .
As already mentioned, it can be interpret ed in terms of the difference in proporti ons
of concordan t and discordant pairs. As explained by Mueller et a]. (1977) in some
detail and b y Costner (1965), it can also be interpret ed as a proportional reduction
in err or measure.
As a PRE measure, we are interested in the prediction ol order {or pairs . All
ties, of course, are still ignored. The rules follow:
R u le 1: With no knowledge of the order for a pair on independent variable B , we
guess the order for that pair on dependent variable A. When wedraw1\ pair , we
guess that the first unit of the pair is the higher on A. The probability of error
in the prediction then, is l and the est imat ed number of errors is HC + D ).
Rule 2: Wit h knowledge of the order for the pair on variable B, guess that the order
for that pair on variable A is the same as for B if the number of ccncordaut
pain is greater than the number of discordant pairs; guess that the order for
that pair on A is the opposite of the order on B if the number of concordan t
pairs is less tha n the number of discordant pairs. In oth er words, for each pair
drawn, guess concordance if C > D and discordance if C < D. The estimated
number of errors is min(C, D). Hence with
P(R ulu 1) - P (Rul, 2)
1= P(Rulc 1)
we have
• l( C +D)-min(C,D)
"'f HC+D)
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..., is the proportion al reduction in error in predicting the order of pairs when rule 2
is used in lieuof rule I. So in spite of its drawbacks we see tha t , has two intuitively
pleasing interpretation s. Someauth ors suggest that if, is to be used , other measures
of association should be reported with it.
Because of it s interpretation we frequently use this measure in our health study
when we have tabl es which have ordinal variables. With such tables we use other
measures alongside ,. Examples are given in a later section.
Somers' d and Wil son's ~
Yet anot her meas ure based on concordant and discordant pairs is Somers' (1962)
asymmetric measure, d. Somers' d is the difference in the probabilities of conccr-
dant and discordant pairs assuming there a re no tie s whatsoever on the independent
variable. Although Costner (1965) states that Somers' asymmetric measure has no
proportional reduction in error interpretati on, Reyn olds (1977a) (with minor mod-
ification to rule 2) tries to give such an explanat ion to th e absolute value of this
measure. Denoted d,j when A is t he dependent varia ble and B is the independent
variable, the estimate is given by
. C-D
dA = C +D+TA
Similarly, dB= c:f5fu is the estimate for dB where B and A are the dependent and
independent variables, respectively.
When A and B are independent, dA (or dB) is zero. The extreme values of ± 1
can be reached in non-squa re as well as square tables although as Reynolds (1977a)
points out , when the table is not square the maximum is attaina ble only when the
variable with the fewer categories is the independent variable. Goodma n and Kruskal
(1972) give the asymplotie variance or Somers' asymmetric measure.
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Liebetra u (1983)and Garson (1976) also giv e a symm etric measure of d which
is esti mated by
. C- D
d#"", - C + D + HTA tTB )
Yet another sim ilar measure is Wilson's e (1971). A symmetric measure, thi s
looks at the d ifference in the pr obabiliti es of conc ordant and discordant pairs given
there are no pairs tied on bothvariables. The esti mate is given by
e_ C -D
C t D t TA+ TB
U A and B are indepen dent , e = O. The measure can only alt ain ext reme values of
± l in square t abl es where there arc no tics on A a lone and none on B alone .
Let us review aga in OIlT table of smoking by health stat us. Althoug h we have
already discussed this cross-tabu lation in terms o f severa l measures of associatio n, in
the pre vious d iscussion we tre ated the variables as nomin al. This is accep ta ble bu t
since we ignore d the fact that both varia bles are ordin al, we did not avail of all the
informa tion on hand.
Healt h Status
Smoke poor fair good excellent Totals
never smoked 10 172 696 414 1292
for mer smo ker 14 125 428 250 817
current smo ker 29 251 656 255 1191
Totals 53 548 1780 919 3300
1\ = - .llM
T. = - .1088
=- .1827
d,"m = - .1153
d.m oh = - .1202
dh,la' =- .1I07
;b=- .115 4 implies that there is a small degree of negative associatio n. Tha t.
is, we have more discordan t tha n concorda nt pairs; if an in dividual in the pair ranks
higher tha n the other person on the smok ing va.riable, then that individua l is murc
likely t o rank lower on the heal t h stat us variable . T his is t he trend we would expect
to see. Although we report it here, in our study we pre fer ether ordinal measures
since the interp retation of this measure is difficult .
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In terms of d iscordan t and concordant pairs, i' = - .1827 also indicates a neg-
ative association be tween t he variables. Although the degree of association is some-
what larger with th is measure, it must be remembered that ties are present yet the
measure does not allow Cor tics, t herefore any value of 'Yis likely to overstate the true
degree of association. Using a PRE measure interpretation we say t hat the absolute
value of;' implies t hat wit h knowledge oCthe number oCdiscordant and concordant
pairs we reduce the percent of errors of classification of the pair by over 18% from
what we would have without this knowledge. With these two useful interpretations,
we favour this measu re above many of the others and use it quite extensively in our
health st udy when we have contingency tab les which have ordinal variables. Due to
its exaggerated value when there are ties, however, we do not repor t this as the sale
A case m<4Y be made for the our treating the smoking variable as dependent
upon health status although if any causal relation is assumed, the reverse is the more
accepta ble. Regard less oCth e orde r of causality - if indeed it is to even be thought of
as asymmet ric - t he value for Somers' measure of association takes a value between
-.12 and -e.Ll so t hat we again say that there is weak negat ive correlation bet ween
the variab les. Similar to 'Y, if wegive this a P RE inter pretation wesay that by moving
from not knowing to knowing the order of a pair on t he independen t variable, smoking
say, we reduce the perce nt of errors in predict ing the correct order on the dependent
variable, health status, by 11% by predict ing the order based on the number of
concordant and discorda nt pairs. Likewise, a similar interpretation may be given if
we treat smoking as the dependent variable.
A number of m easures ofassociation have been mentioned in this chapter . There
are others such as Mantel -Haenszel, tetrac horic correla tion, MCNemar's test , uncer-
tainty coefficientand Spearman's rank corre lation to name a few. These shall not be
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discussed. Those deal t wit h were chosen because of t heir use fulness as measures in
th is study 01" because of thei r inherenLinteres t.
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3.2 D esign Effects
3.2 .1 T he Design Effect in a 2 x 2 Health Table
T he analyses t hat are used in this study assume t hat the data were collected by
simple random sampling and t he multinomial samp ling mode l. As with most. surveys,
however, the sampl ing method - single-stage cluster design - was somewhat more
comp lex tha n this. When analytical techniques which assume a simple sampli ng
desig n are used to st udy data collected under more complex schemes , a clear violat ion
of an assumpt ion has taken place. Before assuming that one's results are acceptable
the n, the researcher should exam ine how serious this violat ion is. That is, he should
look at the design effects, or deff s.
The deff is the ratio of the variance estimates under the sampling design to
t hose estimates under simple random sampling. Clearly then, if there is no design
effect, the rat io will be unity. The greate r the design effect , the furthe r t his value will
be from I. If Jeff> I, t hen by using formulae for simple random sampl ing instead of
for clustering we are underesti mating t he variance for th e variable. Likewise, i i deff
<1 we are overestimating it .
Since our data were collected using a single-stage cluster design, we must ac-
knowledge possible dependency within sampling units or households and must con-
eider the design effects. In our analysis we have been dealing with categorica l data
nnd have been examining cross-tab ulations of variables in some de ta il, so we now look
at deiJJ for proportions appea ring in cells of contingency tables of discrete variables.
We explore the effect that depe ndency among sampling units has on the familiar X'
test statistic , X 2• as used to tes t for th e independence between variables. We will
exam ine the design effects in th is context and explore possible correct ion factors for
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the sta tistic . Weshou ld bear in mind t hat in light of our previous discussion, .'( , may
no t be the best sta ti st ic to use, correct ed or not. Ear lier in t his cha pter we explored
the use of other st at istics as measures of associatio n.
The following table of interest to medica l resea rche rs will suffice as an il!IIN'
tr atlon. We will first briefly conside r a 2x2 t ab le of healtl. s ta tus (HS) hy !lea llil
practices (UP) and later will look wit h more detail at the 2x7 tab le from which th is
was obtained. The health practices are those used in the Alamct.la County Survey
(Belloc and Breslow 1972, Bclloc lfl73, Breslow and Enst rom 1980) namely, eating
breakfast, n umber of hours sleep , number of alcoholic drinks, smoking, weight, aud
exe rcise.
Conside r the table below . Note thil.l bo th variables have been dichotomiac d.
liS takes a va lue of 0 (poor or fair) or I (good or excellent ) while li P assumes a value
of 0 (0·1 hea lth practices) or 1 (2-6 heal th pract ices). T his part icula r dichoto mizat ion
of t he original table resulted from ep idemiolog ical considerations.
Health
Status (HS)
Tota ls
Tota ls
589
2659
3248
l et us use the following sta ndard notation for this example where we concent rate
on th ose respo ndents belonging to the first cell.
a; = num ber of resp onden ts in the jth cluster with poor or fair health status all'[
0-1 health p ractices
m ; = size of the jt h cluster
So t he prop ortion of those in t he samp le with poor or fair health s tatus and with 0-1
heal t h pract ices is
p= ~f~ll;;i ' n= number of clusters
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The variance est imate of p under binomial theory is
And under single-stage cluste r sampling, the variance is
m=E~~m; , P=~tll:ii
In our examp le we have the following values:
1&18
L:;=lu; 56
E;=I'.'1' 3248
L::'.l u;ffi; 132
L:'=I u ~ 58
L:'.. lffi ? 7566
Note tha t n will change depend ing on t he tab le.
The variance esti mates are
\1.{p) 5.2167839xI O-e
V,,(p) 5.2828267x lO- 6
to give an estimated design effect of
deff = ~(p) = 1.0126597
ltl.(p)
So by using the formula for simple random sampling we arc underest imating the
variance for the propor tion for t his cell. Given the proximity of th is value to unity , if
the sires of the deffs for t he other cells in the continge ncy t able are in keeping wit h
this deff , it would eccm reasonab le to say that in this example our;:.:2 test statistic,
X 2 , will not be undu ly affected by our assumption of a multinomial, instead of a
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cluster sample. Fcllegi (1978) mentions that Jeff is dependent upon severa l factors
and th al in "well-designed surveys it ra nges typically between 1 and 3 ... [with]t ill'
most commo n values appearling] to be between 1.4 and 2" . So then with this in
mind, our obser ved Jeff of 1.01 is certainly an accepta ble value.
In general we note th at th e dependenc y amonb .u sehold mernbur s may he suc h
that a correlation exist s. The intraclass correla tion coefficient, P, is the correla tion
between all the possible pairs of elements within cluste rs. Th e formula Ior Ilr.jJ cuu
be writt en in terms of this coefficient. That is, we express the estimated design effect
as follows:
d' ff =~(p) =p(m - 1)+1
V.(p)
so that p is
I%(p)- iI (p)
e v rrr-r-r-r:
V, (p)(m - l )
Wh en we have inde penden ce among household members, we may ignore the
ract that we have cluste rs . Ir t here is no correlatio n withi n t he clusters, t hen p = 0
and deff = p(m - I) + 1 = I, clearl y regar dless of the average cluster size. From the
estimates for one cell in our illustra tion , we calculate the estim ate , p = O.OI:IO:I!J,l,
As Cochran (1977) notes, since p > C, the estim ated variances reflect that ti le usc of
cluster samp ling here is less pre cise than th at of simple ra ndom sampling although ill
th is case it is marginally less. In anothe r ta ble we might expect to S(''C a large r Pi we
would an ticipate that hou sehold s exhib it varying st rengt hs of intr aclass cor relation
coefficients depending upo n t he variables under examinat ion. Sudrnan (1976) II1L~
a nice discussion of the interp retation of the intraclass correlat ion coefficient under
cluster sampling. He includ es in his discussion, a table of measures or p from the Na-
tional Health Survey (Sou rce: U.S. Nati onal Center for Hea lth Stat istics) for average
cluster sizes of 6, 9 and 18 where 'cluster size' refers to t he number of households
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in a d uster and where all members of a household were surveyed. In summarizing
this ta ble, Sudman state s that "in general, values of p for health stat istics arc small,
averaging around .05 or lower". This agrees with the estimated value of p for our
tab le.
When weexpress defJ in terms of p it is apparent that , all else being equal , the
closer the average cluster size m is to one, the closer is dciJ to unity with it equalling
unity if m is one. This is obvious since single-stage duster sampling reduces to
simple random sampling if the average cluster size is one. As m increases, even with
a small correlation coefficient t he design effect's departure from unity increases. In
our example, m = 1.97. Cochran notes that we would expect the variance calculated
between members in the same household to grow as the size of the cluster grows. An
average cluster size of approximately 1\'10, such as we have in our health survey, is not
large. Even so, we must consider it together with the int raclass correlation coefficient
when determining how serious we regard any deviat ion from one.
3.2.2 Using Design Effects to Co rrect for X 2 in a 2 x7 H ea lt h
Table
Ideally we desire design effects of unity. Provided tha t the deJJs are close to th is
we can proceed with our analysis without »ny grave misgivings, using formulae for
simple random sampling instead of for clustering. The question remains as to what
we can do in the event that the deJJs are not deemed negligible. Then the effect on x2
test stat istics of assuming simple random instead of cluster sampling should not be
ignored. The least we would want to do in such a case is apply a correc tion factor to
the test stat istic. We continue now to show how to use calculated deffs as corrections
loX 2•
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Much hallbeen writte n about how X ' may be corrected in tests of Independence
in r x c tables. In the literature the Waid statis t ic, which is distrib uted &SJ lnptotically
as X21 ~_ 1 1(e- I I ' is suuested as an appropriat e statis tic since it mal' be used C\"CII
under complex survey deeigns. Sec Rao and Scott (1981, 198-1). for exam ple, for
a discussion of the Wald statist ic. The variance-covariance mat rix of cell estimates
which is required for the calculation of this stat istic is nOl al\\'aY3 readily .\\'nililble
alt hough it can be calculat~ when the primary data is available. Fcllegi (1978)
comments on the necessity of making strong simplirying MSumptions in order \0
estimat e covariance matr ices in complex surveys.
Ther e has been, ill the literature, some discussion (I ll particular covaria nce struc -
tures . Cohen (1976) examines a model of clustering which allows for positive assoelu-
tlcn only and which has clusters of units each of size two, lIe provides the covariance
mat rix for thi s partic ular model. Altham (1976) exte nds Cohen's results. Whereas
Cohen considered family clusters 01 size two, Altham examinee those of else I.:and
gives the resultin g covariance matrix for this somewhat more complex model. Tile
clusters , however, are st ill of a constant size. Brier (1980) takes th is one step Iurthc r
by looking at clusters of unequal sizes as well as t hose of equal sizes. lie dOC'S so
by assum ing a Dirichlet-multinomial distribution as a model. The covariance matrix
resulti ng from t his assumption is discussed in his 1980 pap er. Also see Finglcton's
(1984) synop$is of Brier's paper . Thomas and Rae (1987) discuss four adjustmcnts
to X' in tests of gocdn ces-cf-flt in d uster sampling and comment upou th eir ecru-
parat ive value. They look at a modified Wald sta tis\ ic, Fay's jackknifed X 2, and
two corrections proposed by Rao and Scott . With t he exception of one of Rae ami
Scott's stati stics which relies only upon knowledge of t he estim ated cell variances,
th e aforement ioned stat istics d iscussed in this paper require the covariance mat rix.
Rae and Scott (1981) show t hat for tests of independence in an r xe table,
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a correcti on to X~ can be made from knowing only the cell proportions and the
est imated deffs of these cell proportions and margina ls. As discussed in the ir 1984
pape r, in three-way ta bles correction factors can be expressed in term s of t he cells'
proportion s, thei r esti mated deffs and the estimated deffs of the one and two-way
marginals, depending on the hypo thesis under st udy. It can be expressed t his way, for
example, when the hypothesis is of comp lete independence. For other hypot heses,
however, a more complicated procedu re involving estimation or the full covariance
matrix , which is olton not available, may be requi red. For t he purpose of this repo rt,
we have investigated the TXC t able unde r the hypothesi s of independence . We have
found such a minimal cluste ring effect wit h cluster sizes which are very small t hat
we will ignore th e effect of the survey design. T his has been the usual pract ice and
will proba bly continue to be unti l computer programs which calculate variance and
covariance estimates become readily obta inable . Thi s appears to be a safe practice
when exa mining health variables.
Rathe r than examine statistics which depend upon knowledge of the covarianc e
matr ix, we concentrate on two corrections to X' which have been proposed by Fcl-
legi (1978 , 1980) and by Roo and Scott (1981, 1984) for tests such as the test of
independe nce in a t wo-way table. That Fellegi's and Rao and Scott 's tests do not
requi re knowing the covariance structure in th is inst ance, makes them more readily
calculab le than some of the other proposed statistics. It has been pointed out by
1I01t , Scott and Ewings (1980), however, that th ese tests, as well as th ose put for th
by Cohen, Alt ham , Brier and ot hers, are conservativ e in tests for ind ependence and
perform less wejlthan when used in tests of goodness-of-fit. Still, t hei r compara tive
facility of calcula tion makes t hem worthy of consideration. They were calcu lated by
means of a FORTRAN program writt en by this aut hor. This program calculates the
deffs for a 2x1 table from our single-stage cluster sample of 1648 clust ers of apprcx -
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imate average size of two. Note that the ted ious nat ure of the programming required
to produce the output will probably prevent most researchers intending to usc log-
linear analysis, [or instance, from computing the design effects. Th is should change
as programs that are easily adaptab le to perform the calculations requ ired under the
design at hand become readily available. Program s that calculate variance cstillla lcN
for dat a collected from complex survey designs do exist but WC I'C unavaila ble to the
au thor . T hese include SUDAAN, distributed by Research Triangle Insti tut e ill North
Carolina, and SUPER CARP from Iowa Sta te University.
Before proceeding, let us review the notati on which we will require for t111~
discussion of these corrections:
Let Y;jA:, = I
~ 0
where, i = 1,2, ...,0
j ~ 1, 2, ..,r
k~ 1,2, ..,c
1= 1, 2, ...,711;
if t he Ith observation in the i t h cluster belongs to
the j kth category
otherwise
n =numbe r of clusters
r » number of rows
c =n umber of columns
711;= numbcr of respondents in the it h du ster
Y; LI Yi jkl number in the jkth category from ith cluste r
Y/ L A: LI Yij A:1 number in the jth row of tile jth cluster
Y/, Lj L, Y;j kl number in the kth column of the i th d uster
IljA: E; E I Y;j A:, = Ei Y; number in the j kth category
m I:p = ~ average cluster else,
NT = total number of respondents
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pijk.
P.;k.
P.j..
P••k .
~_ .r..
m, - ""
~-""--E.-';;,--- Nr
prop ortion in the j kth category of the i th clust er
proporti on in tile jkth category over all clus ter s
~-~-~NT -Nr - Nr
proportion of the j th row margin al
~=~=:N;
proportion of t he kt h column marginal
Rae and Scott describe how X ' may be corrected in tests of independence in
rx c tab les. T heir correct ion factor, J, relies up on the knowledge of the design effect,
djt , for each cell in the contin gency tab le and upon the design effects, dj(T) and d*(c),
of t he row and column marginals of that tab le. Unlike the Wald sta tist ic, it does not
requir e knowledge of th e full covaria nce matrix of cell est imates. The calculated djks
ere t he ratios of variance estimates of the cell proportions under d uster samp ling
to the variance esLimates under mult inomial sampling. T hese est imated cell design
effects arc given by
dj* =: ~(P.;.l:.) = NT L; ICYi - p.j.l:.mi) :l 1 L;- .(Y; - P..ik.m i)'
\!i(P..i",) nm'(n - 1) PJM .;t. m(n - 1) PJH.jk.
since
V(p.j k.h inGmiGI = l1.(P.j",) = e.,j~:jk., qJ.l:. =1 - P.jk.
• _ • Ll',.I(Yi-PJk.mi)'
V (P.Jk.)cI"'I.' = V. (P..it.) = nm'(n - 1) .
Th, dcffs for row and column marginals, dj( r) and d*(c) respectively, are
dj(T) = _ 1 El' 1(Y;' - P.i..mi)'
m(n- I) P..i..q.j..
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Finally we calculate d as
Fellegi proposed a somewhat simpler correction, :I,which requires the mat rix
of variance estimates for the cell proportions but does not rely upon ~ he knowledge
of the row and column marginals. This factor, being the average of the deffs of
proportion estimates in the j kth category over all clusters, is given by
We willapply these formulae to a 2x 7 health table. T he cell and marginal f!c1J.~
as well as the correction factors were calculated using the aforementioned FORTR AN
program. In our previous example we cross-tabu lated he",,!tlt status (liS) and llealtll
practices (li P) after both variables were dichotomized. Now we consider liS using
the same dichotomy as before, but treat HP as the number of health practi ces (0
to 6, inclusive) exist ing in the original variabJ<l prior to any receding. Th at table is
given below for both the frequencies of occurrence and for the proportions .
Frequencies of HS by H P
UP
US 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Totals
0 9 47 139 199 123 ' 3 9 589
1 22 140 451 828 151 38' 8\ 2659
Tota ls 31 \87 590 1027 874 419 90 3248
P roport ions of HS by HP
liP
liS 0 1 2 3 • s
,
0 .0027709 .014.4704 .0427!l56 .1HI 12685 .0378695 .0193966 .0027709 .1813124
\ .0067734 .0431034 .1388547 .2549261 .2312192 .1188424 .0249384 .8186576
.0095443 .0575138 .1816503 .3161946 .2690887 .1382:190 .02n093 \
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Recall tha t under simple random sampling the x2 test statistic, X 2, for an rxc
t able is given by
x~ = NTt i: (Pi; -:-~.P.j )2
;=1; = 1 Pi.P.j
where Pi; is the observed proportion in the ijth cell, and P;. and PJ are the es-
timated expected proportions for the row and column marginalsj respectively and
X2"'Xlr_,}(e-' I' In our example, X 2=40.227980 with df=6 so we reject our hypoth-
esis of independence.
As given earlier, under simple random sampling, to calculat e the estimated
variance 'Jf a proportion , ~(p) in any given cell we compute values by the binomial
formula, p(l - p)/ n where p is the proport ion in the cell and n is the total number of
individuals in the sample. Applying this formula to our da ta yields the next table:
Vari ances of proportions un der SRS Mu lt inomial /Binomial) Sampling
liP
liS 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
o .0000009 .0000044 .0000126 .0000177 .0000112 .0000059 .0000009
I .0000021 .0000127 .0000368 .0000585 .0000547 .0000322 .0000075
The formula for calculating the estimate of the varian ce of a proportion under
cluster sampling, v,,(p), was also given earlier and the cross-tabulat ion of these values
follow:
Variances of proportions u nder Cluster Sampling
liP
liS 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0 .0000008 .0000015 .0000125 .0000178 .0000110 .0000062 .0000008
I .0000020 .0000125 .0000390 .0000594 .OOO060fl .0000360 .0000077
The cell deffa arc given below:
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Desig n Effects, Ji k: The ra t io of t he var iance of th e propo rtio ns
under Cluster Sampling to the variance under Mu ltinomial
Samplin for the individual cells
liP
liS 0 1 2 3 1 6 6
o .9968168 1.0233425 .9908521 1.001070t .98048~7- 1.0571659 .9981280
1 .9885748 .9830058 1.0596248 1.0157695 1.1100599 1.1111185 1.0297000
The correction factors due to Rae and Scott (d) and Fellcgi (~h are
d== 0.995075 and d= 1.02.5620
so that our corrected Xls are
X~ = 40.427083 and X~ = 39.223085
Clearly these statistics are so close in value to the uncorrected Xl t hat they do not
change our conclusion th at we reject our hypoth esis of independence. At a glance,
we have the following:
Variables df x» X~ X~
HPxHS 6 0.995075 1.025620 40.227980 40.427083 39.223085
In summary, our average cluster is only approx imately of size two and we have a
reasonably large sample size. All else being equal, the seriousness of the deffs may be
greater for larger cluster sizes or pa rticular covariance matrice s (Rao and Scott IUSI,
Tho mas and Rae 1987). The cell deffs are small as are the marginal deff s. Will .
respect to the marginal deffs , Holt, Scott and Ewings (1980) warn against using Xl
test statis tics withou t some correction factor if, in a two-way table, both variables
have marginal» with high deff s. In our illustration the design effects are such th at
neither our cell nor marginal Jeffs should cause us undue a larm as in no inst ance
were they as large as 1.2. Given this combiuation of factors, we conclude th at it is
not necessary for us to apply correction factors to x»in this instance.
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It might be noted here that when future st udies of a sim ilar natu re are carried
out by t his research team, it would be worthwhile to calculate deffs for those vari-
ables in cont ingency tables which will be examined. Design effects allo w us to judge
whether or not it is reasonable to proceed wit h analyses which assume simple random
sam pling. So too, we may use design effects as inflat ion factors to the sample size if
subsequent st udies are going to again employ cluster sam pling of households. Th at
is, we calculate th e sample size under the assumption of simple random sampling and
then multi ply by thi s factor (Cochran 1977).
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3.3 Logist ic Regression for Health Status and Two
Health P ra ct ices
Althout;h analysi s by cross-tabulation using measu res of association is interesting and
hes a place in t ryins to set a profile of our sam ple, Ihe re are other analytical tools
available which allow us to explore Ol· r data furth er . Th e research quest ions posed ,
together with the nature of much of the data, led to logistic regression and loglincar
analysi~ being a mong th e tools used in this study.
In several instances we wished to examine how variables which are tllvllght
to be health indicators, are related to a dichotomous self-assessed health stat us
variable which takes a value of 0 if health is poor ((air/ poor) or 1 if it is good
(good/ excellent). These variables are behaviors or pract ices whose presencecr ab-
sence, or degree thereof, have been regar ded as indicators of overa ll hea lth statull in
previous studies. Sec, lor example, the Alameda. County Study il.S mentioned \larlier.
3.3 .1 Sleep a nd H ealth St a tu s
,
There are many different relationships betweenour health vuia blcs whose inva tiga-
tion is worthwhile. One hypothesis was th~~" moderate amount of sleep is .~cialcd
with good :seU-assessed hcalth status. More specifically, ie sleep is associated with
health stuU !, what is the optimum number \.,ehours ol sleep?
Excluding obvious outliers, such as an average of 1 or 20hours or sleep per night ,
our independent variable sleep took values between 3 and 10 and our binary response
variable look valucs or o or I , for poor Orgood self·ass essed health st..t us, respectively.
Using logistic regression to explore t he relationshi p bet ween t hese variables, we fit 1\
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logist ic regression model of the standard form
eP(success)=~
where P(success) is the estimate d probability that the respondent will have good
health status (success, ~h"BC = 1) rathe r than poor (failure, Y,h,'al = 0). u is
a linear funct ivn uf the independent variable, sleep. T hat is, u = prJ +PIX.
'
••p •
Expressed in terms of the logit , or log of the odds, u = log C~L·(::~::·.~) ) .
We begin by fitt ing a simple linear mudd and plan to move to A more complex
model if it is needed. Using the stat istical computer package BMDP, a stepwise
logis t ic program LR, was run to fit a linear model in the variable sleep as described
above. In the BMDP program, a model was specified with the interval variable X"""I"
as the independent variable and the grouped self-assessed health status variable,
Ygh,l Bh as the dependent variable. BMDP was initialized to commence with these
variables in the model , including a constant term, and allow terms to move into or
out of the model ha.sed upon the maximum likelihood method of selection of terms.
The resulting model is
( ( P(y,.... , =1) )log odds ) = log Pl Y. -1) =.74192 + .I0486X"•••1 ~h " BI -
P(success ) = P(~h" .':: 1) = I :X:~~~~;:~9; ~~~::~:~:~L)
Examination of the results shows that this model does not at all fit the data. With
a p-va lue dose to zero for the good ness -of-fit x2test statistic, the hypothesis of the
model fitt ing the data. is rejected. Plotting the number of hours of sleep against t ile
natural logof the ratio of good to poor health status [f igure 3.1), immediately reveals
that one reason for this is that we arc fiUing a linear model to what is d early not a
linear phenomena.
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Log Odds versus Hours of Sleep
odds=ratio of good to poor self-assessed health status
log(odds) = .74192 + .10486X.,. 1!J'
-----
_......- - -~ - _ ..- -~ ......
-_.... -
.•.
Number or Hourt Sleep
Figure 3.1: Log Odds versus Number of Hours Sleep (Linear Model)
Given the curved shape of the observed data , the program was run again, this
t ime allowing for the independent variable X.,.." and its square X;I••, to enter into
the model. That is, since the plot suggests a curvilinear relationship between odds
of good to poor health and the independent variable sleep, a quadratic model in the
variable sleep was fitted . The resulting model is
log(odds) =- 5.2570 +1.8718X.,••JI' - .12654X: ,••,
Based on the corresponding p-valueof .901 we do no t reject this model. The values
predicted by the model arc in close agreement with th e observed dat a. Below we
have a.summ..ry of selected results from this logistic regression program:
B8
Summary of Selected Re su lts
Number Number Number Obser ved Predicted Predicted Standard
cf Hours of of Log Odds Log Odds Odd s Residuals
Sleep Successes Failur es
(y =! ) [Y= O)
3 3 7 ·.8473 -.7805 ..1582 · .112·\, 16 13 .2075 .2055 1.2281 .0069
5 80 3' .8559 .9384 2.5559 -.'1825
6 377 90 1.4326 1.4183 4.1301 .1479
7 962 175 1.7043 1.6451 5.1815 .9857
8 1060 223 1.5589 1.6188 5.0H O · \.18 52
9 1' 0 35 1.3863 1.3394 3.8168 .2890
10 50 20 .9164 .8070 2.2412 .6091
Th e optimum average number of hours of sleep per night is 7 in th at the pre-
dicted log odds are maximum at 7 hours sleep. At that point the predicted odds arc
5.1815 (log odds= 1.6451). T hat is, under thi s model , given 7 hours slee p per night ,
the odd s of reporting good hea lth st .et ue (as opposed to poor) arc 5 to I. For those
reporting only 3 hou rs sleep, the predic ted odd s of rcpo rting good heal t h stat us arc
.4582 to 1 (log odds = - .7805). In other words, these people arc less likely - more
th an twofold - to say th at the y have good (versus po or) health. So then, people
wit h 7 hours sleep are 11.3 times more likely than people with 3 hours of sleep to
repor t good health ; the odds ratio for people with 7 ho urs sleep versus 3 hours sleep
is~ or 11.3084. On the e ther end of t he spectrum, those with 10 hours of sleep
per night do not fare as badly as those with 3 or 4 hour s per night but a rc worse, wit h
respect to eelf-aaeeescd healt h status, than these reporting 5 to 9 hour s per night.
T he predicted odds ratio for those indica ting an average of 10 hours sleep per night
is 2.2412 to I . Thi s is clear ly quite a hitless than the optimum rat io of 5.1815. The
odd s rati o comparin g 7 hours sleep to 10 hours sleep is Hm = 2.3119ind icating that
people with 7 hours sleep are 2.3 times more likely t han people with 10 hours sleep
to repor t a good health stat us versus a poor health status. This new model fits 1I1 f~
data very nicely as is seen in figure 3.2.
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Log Odds versus Hours of Sleep
odds=ratio of good to poor seu-eeeeseec health status
log(odd,,) = -5.2570 + L8718X.1•• " - .12654X;I•.,
Nulllbef 01110UfS Sleep
Figure 3.2: Log Odds versus Number oCHours Sleep (Quadra tic Model)
The standardized residuals are very reasonab le, fluctuating between - 1.1852
and .9857 and showing DO discernabl e pattern (figure 3.3). With the limited numbe r
of points, of course, any pattern might be difficult to perceive.
The prebebility plot of the predicted probability versus the observed proportion
is very satisfactory (figare 3.4). As we would hope, our data are linear along a 45°
angle. Plotting the predicted log odds against the observed proport ion should result
in a logistic curve. Given the few data points, it was difficult to claim this curve was
definitely exhibited. The plot , however, was not unreasonable; it did not seem to
deviate from a logistic tread .
Classification results for a variety of cutpoinh are provided by BMDP. Using a
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Standardized Residual Plot
(Sleep)
Figure 3.3: Sta ndardized Residuals Plot (Sleep)
cutpoint of .813 gives the most satisfactory result overall. Using this cutpoint, based
on our model a case will be said to belong to the group of those with poor health
sta tus if the predicted probability of success is ::; .813, and belong to the group of
those with good health status if th at predicted probability is > .813. At this cutpoint
75.22% of the successes (good health status) hut only 33.33% of the failures (poor
health stat us) are correctly predicted with I'm overall correct prediction of 67.16%.
These classification results are not spectacular but nor are the)' starlling . ThaLis
to say that although the data fits the model more than adequately, sleep alone is
not sufficient for predicting the health status of an individual. Given the complex
nature of health practices and their interact ions with one another and with health
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Probability Plot
(Sleep)
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Figure 3.4: Probability Plot (Sleep)
stat us, this is not surprising. Nonetheless, our results are interest ing and it remains
that we can see from the logistic regression that the average number of hours sleep
is associated with the binary health status variable with 7 hours being the optimum
number of hours sleep for success of reported health sta tus.
Note that there are other (actors that the medical scientist might take into
account to more fully describe the relationship between health and sleep. Age and
sex are two such factors. So too is sleep ing pattern. For instance, 7 consecuti ve hours
of sleep might not have the same effect as 5 consecutive hours at night with a 2 hour
aftern oon nap each afternoon. As well. the effect or sleep may interact with daily
acti vit)" levels and st ress levels. For example, 7 hours sleep might have a different
effect on a person with a. job requiring much physical activity but associated with
low stress, than on a person with a stressful desk job requiring little physical acti\'ity.
We can sec the n that even what appears to be a simple variable such as sleep mey be
quit e complex and have complex interactions with other variables. Th is means that
it is difficult to isolate and describe a pure sleep clfect and to disentangle its effect
on health status.
3.3.2 Drinking and Health Status
For some time it has been said that a moderate amount of drinking is not detrimental
to one's health. In fact, it has been suggested that those who report having a drink
a day also report having the best health . We study this relat ionship with our dala
set .
In looking at drinking behavior, we exclude those respondents who arc not cur-
rently drinking but who did drink in the past . Although this subgroup arc currently
not consuming any alcohol at all, it is oversimplifying matters to include them in t he
same group as those who have never drank or wbc drink but very infrcquonrly ( lc~.~
than once a month) as they differ somewhat from this group. Of the former drinkers.
64% said the)' had good health status. This is quite different from those who never
drank of whom 78% claimed to have good health. The entire group of respondents
excluding only the former drin kers. boasted almost 83% with good health. And we
note that of the 127 former drinkers, 33% of them said they stopped drinking due
to health reasons. Finally, we find that the distribution of drinki ng quantit ies dif -
fere substantially between former and non-former drinkers with the former drinkers
consuming more alcohol when they did drink than the non-former drinkers currently
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In our fint exploration of this variable's proposed alwciation with health status,
we usc BMDP Ior;ist ic regression with X~"aIt as the independent variable and Y",•••e
as the response variable. As was the case when we studied the relationship between
sleeping and health sta tus, we find that a linear fundion is not sufficient to describe
the relat ionship between these variables. An examination of the plot of the number of
drinks against the observedodds ofgood to poor health , suggests that it would again
be appropriate to provide a quadratic term for possible inclusion into the mod..l.
When a quadratic term is included, the outcome is more successful resulti ng in a
non-rejection of the hypothesis that the model fits the data (p.value"".849). The
model is given as
log(odds) "" 1.3167 + .34536X .lrid - .04875X;'inl:
When the former drinkers arc included in this ana lysis as current non-drinkers,
the overall t rend is almost identical to what it is with them excl-rded and all hough
the correspondinggenerated model does not fit the data quite as well (p-value"".677),
it certain ly fils adequately. T his would in part, be due to the fact that the former
drinkers only made up for less than -1% of the total surveyed group so even though
their behavior is different from other segments of the population (as outli ned above),
they constitut.cd such a small number that the results would not have been unduly
confounded had they been kept in the data set coded as current non-drinkers.
T he opt imum number of drinks per week is between 4 and 5 (figure 3.5). T his
quant ity corresponds to a predicted log odd5of good to poor healt h statu5 of 1.9181
(odds""6.8080). In other words, those drinking " to 5 alcoholic beverages a. week
claim to have good health almosl 7 t imes more frequently than poor heal th. This
rat io dec reases somewhat as the number of drinks decreesee with those not drinking at
All or drinking very infrequently boasting good health almost 4 tim es as often as poor
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Log Odds versus Number of Drinks/Week
odd s=ratio 0' good to poor self-assess ed health status
log(oddJ) = 1.3161 + .34536X ....."" - .0481SX]<id
Nu/reoe'O ' Drlnksll"w..Ir
Fi~ 3.5: to! Odd:. venus Number of Drinks per Week
health (od<L!=3.1311). The odds decrease more as the number of drinks increases.
Th e worst group consists of those who consume at leu t 29 drin ks a week. Tha t is,
the group with th e least favourable claim to good health average more thiUl4 drinks
a day. For th ese people the pr edicted odds are 1.6095. So then, the odds of being in
the good heal th category pvenone consumes the optimum of 4 to 5 drinks per week
are Ml! or 4.2 times higher than the odds of being in the goodhealth category given
one consumes at least 29 drinks per week. That is, people are four times mote likely
to report good healt h if they drink moderately than it they drink excessively. The
odds of report ing good health are~ or 1.8 times higher fer th ose drinking 4 to 5
alcoholic beverages a week than for those not drinking at all. Th is suppcrts previous
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claims t hal moderate drinking (although not as much as a drink per day) is most
often associated with good health. Although each cate gory of drinking sees more
people stating they have good rather than poor health , the ratio changes depending
upon which category a person belongs to with th e odds maximized for those drinking
moderate ly and minimized for t hose drinking excessively.
The standardized residuals are accept able, ranging from -] .2365 to 1.24]3. The
probabili ty plot (figure 3.6) is also reasonable.
Probability Plol(Drinking)
P,.dICI.d P,ob.billty
Figure 3.6: Probability Plot (Drinking)
The best we can do for classification results is to use a cutoffpoint of .813 which
gives a 63.60% correct classificat ion of successes and a 48.74% correct classification
of failures for an overall correct classification rate of 61%. As before , this means that
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one is categorized as belonging to the good or poor health sta tus group depending
on whether the predicted probability or success is > .813 or $; .813, respect ively.
T he percent correctly classified is not exceedingly high but the same rationalization
exists here all wit h the health practice, sleep, namely that although a rclat ionslup
clearly exists between drinking behavior and health statue, this variable alone is not
sufficient for predicting health status.
3.3.3 Drinking and Healt h St at us, Controlling for Bduc a-
t ion
Health statu s is related to the amount of alcohol consumed. \-Ve speculate that pat-
terns of drinking might change with cduca .' mal level and hypothesize that health
status improves with an increase in educational level. To sec how alcoholic consump-
tion and educational level interact and Influence health status, further examination
of these variables is required.
The logistic regression program is run as before but this time the variable educe-
t ion ie factored into the equation. A person's educat ional level is categorized as being
eit her at most high school (educ=l), post-secondary but not university (cduc=2) , or
at least some university (educ=3).
With educat ion, drinking and the square of drinking considered for inclusion
into the model, the hierarchical rule W iI.lj followed . T hat is, at any point no term may
be in the model unless all its lower order terms, including main effects, arc also in
the model. The model generated by BMDP LR follows:
log(odd.!l) = 1.8025 + .15275X d.i". - .029506xlri" . + .043818X(I).du.
+ .89772X(2) .du. + .039198X....i.....X (1).du. - .1I 140X d•i....X(2).du .
where the odds arc the rat io of good to poor healt h stat us. The p-velue from tile
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above model is .36250 that the hypothesis of the model fitt ing the data is not rejected.
The standa rdized residuals, depicted in figure 3.7, range from - 2.2131 to 1.9219,
alt hough most are between - 1 and 1. The data in the probability plot (figure 3.8)
follow a reasonably linear trend along a 45° angle.
Standard ized Residuals Plot
(Drinking, controlling for Education)
J
I
Number 0' Dl'lnlQ Iler win
Figure 3.7: Standa rdized Residuals Plot (Drinking, controlling for Education)
The best cutoff point the model provides is between .788 and .813 when our
percent correct classifications are 61.36% for success, 67.45% for failure and 62.42%
overall. When we considered the relat ionship between health stat us and drinking,
we Iouud that although there is an association, our drinking variable alone was not
sufficient for predicting one's health. When we cont rol for education we discover
th"t we cannot improve upon the power of prediction. While an rs sociat ion exists
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Probability Plot
(Drinking, controlling tor Education)
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Figure 3.8: Probabili ty Plot (Drinking, controlling for Education)
between drinking, education and health atatus , it remains deal" that we arc dealing
with a complex phenomenon. Knowledge of both one's drinking behavior and educ e-
tional backgro und is still not sufficient for us to be able to pred ict one's self-assessed
hea lth st atus with any great degree of confidence. Including more variahles might
improve our power of prediction but then 1.00 our model willbecome more compli-
cated. Int uit ively this is what wemight expect ; we acknowledge that the re arc many
behavi ors and inter actions between behav iors which will influence our overall health
and well-being.
Regardless of the iuabil ity of the model to predi ct healt h status wit h a great
degree of confidence, there ar e some interesting things to begat hered Irern it. Let U~
examine it in more detail.
The design variables, X(l).cf"" and X(2) ....... as seen in our model, take the
values of - 1 and - 1 at the lowest educational level, educ= 1. They take values of 1
and 0, respectively if educ=2, and values of 0 and I, respectively at the educati onal
level of at least some university, educ:3. Substitut:llg these into the model produces
t he following three equations:
educ=l log(odds) = .860962+ .224952X cfrink - .029506X;rink
educ=2 log(odds) = 1.846318 + .191948Xcf'i..,. - .029506X:rink
educ=3 log(oo'dJ) = 2.70022+ .04135Xol.;nk- .029506X;.;nk
Log Odds versus Number of Drinks/Week, controlling for Education
odds=ratio of good to poor self -assessed health stat us
)o&(oddJ) =1.8025+ .l5275Xolrint - .0 29506Xlr.n ~ + .043818X(I) ."".
+ .B9772X(2).4". + .039 1 98Xoldn.X(l)od~. - .11140X.....dX(2).4u
0:;:;;;;-_
:~$M
O"~'IJI'_
' ~ ~'....s.;.,.,
.~
Figure 3.9: Log Odds versus Number of Drinks per Week, controlling for Education
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In spite of the fact that the data do not fit the model as neatly as wheneducati on
is not included, when we cont rol for educationallevcl a couple of interesting patterns
are uncovered. In the first place, figure 3.9 immediately shows that regardless or
the relat ionship between dr inking and health status , in general one 's health stat us
improves as one's educati onal level increases. Secondly, the relationship bet ween
drinking and health status is extremely similar for the two I.....vest educational levels
but this relationship differs markedly (rom tha t observed for the highest educational
level.
When welook at the group having at most a. high school diploma, we sec thal
the ratio of good to poor heal th status peaks at 4 to 5 drinks per week and is worst III
29 or more drinks P' ~ week. This was the same as wit h the original .nodci which did
not factor education into the equat ion; however, the d ifference between the maximum
and minimum odds ratios is not nearly as pronounced as vhe n all educational levels
were taken together . In bot h cases, at alcoholic consumpt ion levels of at least 29
drinks per week, the odds of repor ting good to poo r health were less than 2 to I
(odds=1.6). On the other hand, at the level of 4 to 5 drinks, when all educati on
groups were taken together the odds were almost 7 to I; th is drops to under 4 to I
for the same drinking category for the lowest education group.
The pattern for those in the next educat ional level is a lmost parallel to tboso
belonging to the lowest level with the odds being greater at each drink ing category
for the higher educationa l group. It should be noted that t he peak is now 3 drinks
(odds=S.6) instead of4 to 5 (odds= 8.5) although the dillcrence is barely discemeblo.
This is the reverse o( lhe lowest educational group, but for both educational levels
the twocategories of drinking wit h the best reports of healt h status (3, and 4 to 5
dri nks per week)were ext remely close.
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The curve for the highest ed ucational level is more dramatic than those of the
two lowest levels. The group of people belonging to this highest level displays a
different relationship between dr inking and health. Good health is reported most
frequently for those drinking one or no alcoholic beverage a. weekand the frequency
steadily declines thereafte r. As with the other groups, t he greatest amount of alco-
holicconsumption correspon ds to the minimum odds ratio of good to poor health. At
this point, people report good health only twice as often as they report bad health.
Forthese heaviest drinkers , this it' a better ratio than for the heaviest drinkers with a
maximum ofhigh school bu t i ~ is not as good as for the heaviest drinkers in the middle
education group. For peop le with at least some university, the drama tic increase in
good health statu s reportin g belongs to those at the other end of the spectrum where
having one or no drinks per weekcorresponds to reporting good hea lth 15 times more
frequently than reporting poor health . The predicted odds arc 15.1 and 14.9, respec-
tively, for these two drinking classifications. Although the ratio values drop off after
this, t hey do not drop below even 9 tc 1 until the drinking category increases to 6
or 7 drinks per week. Even then, we can continue to state th at people in the highest
educational group have bet ter health than those in either of the two lower groups at
almost every drinkinglevel. Also, while a moderate amount of drinking is associated
with reporting good health most frequently in the two lower educat ional groups, for
those in the highest education group, consuming only one alcoholic beverage a week
or not drinking at all is ass ociated with the most frequently reported good health.
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3 .4 Hospital Utilization: A Loglinear Analysi s
We have considered eev..al models which look a1 th e relat ionship between health
sta tus and health habit indicato rs such as sleeping and drinking pract ices. We now
continue to examine health habit ind icator variables further . A primary purpose of
t his study was to look not on ly at health pract ices bu t to exam ine how they relate to
medical care utilizati on as measured by hospitalizations and visits to the doctor , III
what follows, we wish specifically to sec if practising good healt h habits is associated
with whether or not one is hospital ized. We first develop models involving health
hab it scores and hospitalizations. From there we wish to develop a model consideri ng
the additional variables of sex, age, and educat ion.
As described in chapter 2, the data were linked with hos pital u tilization data
accumulated for the previous four years. This variable ls cod ed M Oor I, where 0
is no hospita l days for the pr evious four years and 1 is one or mere hospital days in
that same period. Hospitaliza tions due to pregnancy or delivery were ignored. The
time frame of four years for hospital utilization data clearly differs from the snapshot
in time of health practices as elicited from our sample in the questionna ire. Thus, ill
our analysis we assu me that the health habits of the responde nts at t he point of the
st udy are the same habits t hat they would have had for the previous four years. A
currently on-going longitudinal study will t rack report ed healt h pract ices and enable
such assumptions to be validated .
3 .4.1 The H ealth P rac t ice Scor e
A considerable amount of effort went into creati ng an index of health practices. The
following health practices - or lack thereof - arc considered standard : eating break-
fast , smoking, drink ing, sleeping, correctness of weight , and exercising (sec Belloc
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and Breslow 1972, Belloe 1973, Breslow and Enstrom 1980, and Segovia et at 1987).
After various preliminary exploratory analysis, such as the exami nation of mea-
sures of associat ion , the bre akfast variable - eating b reakfast every day, occasionally
or never - was drop ped as a health pract ice. Its associati on with health status was
negligible and consequently it was not incl uded in the compos ite index of health
practices. A person was considered to have a good health practice with respect to
weight if he had correct weight as measured by the Quctelet index (Metropolitan
Life Tables) where the Quetelet value is calculated as a functi on of a person's weight
and height . A score of a moderate to very active exercise hab it was coded as a good
health practice as was an average of 7 to 8 hours sleep per night.
Some of the complexities inherent in gauging whether or not a person hae &
good drinking habi t wer-ediscussed in the previous section. All th ings considered , a
person i.q here accepted as having a good drinking ha bit if he or she has an average
consumpt ion of at most 5 alcoholic beverages per week.
It is also ambitious to try to categorize smoking habits as simply good or bad.
Obviously it is a good if an individual never smoked. So too it is not good if an
individual does smoke, alth ough the degree of 'badness' changes substantially de-
pending up on the amoun t smoked and the duration of the habit . Former smokers
arc much more difficult to dass i:y as having a good or bad smoking habit. Much is
written that acknowledges that smoking cessation is unquesti onably good. However,
t he amount of time required before an ex-smoker app roache s the sa me risk level as
' never-smokers' of diseases known to be worsened by smoking - such as heart disease
and lung cancer - is dependent UpOIlsuch factors as the length of time since cessa-
tion, the amount of smoking while a smoker, and whether cessation occurred after
th e onset of smoking-related diseases. Although the benefits of cessat ion are almost
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immediate, the lit erature suggests th at dependent upon the aforementioned factors,
an ex-smoker does not approach the same risk level as 'n ever-smokers' until after 5,
10 or even 15 or more years. For this reason, for the purp ose of our analys is we only
count those who have never smo ked as having a.good smoking hcalth prac tice. For
discussions of smoking and consequences of cessation, see Cook et al. (1986), Griffit h
and Garcia (1989), Warner (1989), Belt (1990), Miller et el. (l990), and the U.S.
Depa rtment of Health and Hum an Serv ices (1990).
Although each hea lth practice was coded as eithe r good (1) or bad (0), they
do not carry equa l importance as heal th habits. T he frequency distribut ion of each
variable was studied and each one was cross-tabulated against self-assessed health
status to prov ide measu res of associa tion to assist in the assigning of appropriate
weights for a health practice sco re. This, together with a.n exa minatio n of logistic
analysis led to the following weights :
Weighting Factor
4
4
3
2
2
Positive Health Practice
smoke (never)
exercise (mode rately to very activ e)
weight (correct - Quetelet index)
drink (maximum of 5 per week)
sleep (7 to 8 hours per night)
Ot her weights have bee n studied with this data set [Segovia ct al. 19Si) but given
the exploratory analysis, the above is a reasonable weight.ing dist ribution for a health
practice score. This score ranges from 0, when all healt h habits are negative, to 15
when they are all positive . We might ex press the health practice score as an equation
with weights ,
Health Practice Score =L:WiPi
where Wi is the weight of the i t h healt h practice and Pi is an indicator var iable for
th e jth health practice, taking a value of 1 if the health habi t is pract ised and 0 if
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it is nolo The scores calculated from each possible combinat ion of health practices
were studied after which a grouped health practice SCOIe of three levels was created.
Scores of 0 to 7 belong to those with the lowest level of positive health habits. This
is followed by those with scores between 8 and 10. The group with scores bet ween
11 and IS have the highest level on this grouped health practice score. We may note
at this point that we could look at logistic regression using the full health pra ctice
score from 0 to 15 rather than a grouped score. This, in fact, was examined briefly
before continuing with a loglinear analysis.
3 .4.2 ModeIJing for H ospitali zations an d Grouped Health
Pract ices
In trying to determine the relationship between the dichotomous hospitalization vari-
able and the health practices information, various models were fitted to the data using
the procedure, LOGLINEAR in SPSS·X. Although it is common to t reat all categori-
cal variables as nominal, the grouped score for health practices is an ordinal variable.
Agrcsti (1984) discusses how one might ta ke this ordinality into account by testi ng a
somewhat more complex model than that of simple independence of the two variables.
With the hospitalization observations as the nominal row variable H, and the
grouped health pract icescore as the ordinal column variable P, we test the row effects
model
which uses the standard notat ion where p is t hegrand mean of the logs of the expected
frequencies and ,W and Af are the terms for the main effects of hospit alization and
the grouped health practice score, respectively. In the last term , Vj is the j th score of
the column variable P, and Tj is the slope for row i (i =1,2) of the deviation within
that row, of 10g F;j from the simple independence model, logF;j = p +A¥ + >.f.
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Furt hermore , E),!' = L),f = E 1'; =O.
With a likelihood rat io G2 = 0.094 with I degree of freedom and a cor responding
p-value= .759, we do not reject the hypothesis tha t the row effects model is a good
fit. That is, the model fits the data well when the grouped health practice score is
treated as ordinal.
When the simpler model of independence which ignores the row effects te rm is
fit to the dat a, it gives a likelihood ra tio value of 02 =2 .640 with 2 degrees of freedom
and a p-valuc of .267. Again we do not reject our hypothesis th at the model fits the
data well.
For the test of the hyp othesis of independence given row effects, we calculate
G2 as the difference in (Ps between the independence and row effect s models . This
produces 0 2=2.546 with 1 df which leads to a non-reject ion of the hypothesis; given
tha t the row effects model is sati sfactory, we addit ionally claim t hat health status
and health pract ices are not associated when the ordinality of the hea lth pra ctices
score is considered.
In summa ry, we partition G2 to give the following table:
Independence model
Roweffects model
Independence, given row effects
Model
logFij= P+ A!f+), f
log Fij =Jl+),!' +),f +1';{vj - ii)
df G2
2.640
.091
2.516
It is reasonable not to reject whichever of these models of independe nce we adopt.
As is genera lly the case under such eircumstancea , we fit t he simpler model. The
simpler independence model implies that hospitalization is independent of health
practices. It is commonly under stood from medical st udies, however, t ha t good health
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pract ices can improve one's health and longevity. We would thus strongly expect
healt h practices to be related to hospitalizations . The Ca.dthat thi s relationship docs
not appear here may not necessarilybe due to the absence of the existem..c or sue}. m
association. Variables such as health p rxcticea and hospital utilizati on are complex
and may not be captur ed by th ese models and, in particu lar, by our curr ent variable
3.4 .3 Ex amination of th e R ow Effect s Mod e l
Although we fit the independence model , the row effects model was not rejected
so it is interesting to briefly stud y this model a little fur ther. Let us examine our
contingency table in terms of the row effects model.
JIospitaltH
Grouped Health Pract ices (P
Ieelcw 0-7 2 medium 8-10 3 hieh 11-15 Tot als
odays 1117 607 50< 2288
1:115.59) I::ml \~;:;~I1130.69)
~I day 285 159 105 549
1::::::1 I::::~I \::: :~;i
Totals 1402 826 609 2837
The first entry of a.given cell is the observed frequency, the second is the expected
frequency under the row effects model and the third is the expected frequency under
the independenc e model.
From running the SPSS-X loglinear program for the row effects model, we have
;-. = .048, and since L;;f = 0, it follows that 1"2 = -,018. While the slopes arc
close to zero, their direction is as we would expect, For the first row (H=0) Tt is
positive , while for the second row (H=l) 1', is negative. Since Tl > 1'" of the two
hospitalization groups, the first group is the one with the better health hab its where ~
better health habit is reflected in a highe r grouped health practice score if we accept
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the ord inal nature of this variable. It is not surprising that this positi ve t rend is
exhibite d by th e group without any hospital days . On the other hand, the negative
slope for the second group reflects the decreasing probability of at least one hospital
day as the health practice score increases.
P ut anothe r way, with the row fixed at i = 1, the posit ive slope 1-1 reflects the
increased probability of no hospital days as the number of health practices increases.
With the row fixed at i =2, the negat ive slope T2 indicates that the probability of
having at least one hospital day increases as the health habits index decreases.
If we think of this in terms of odds ratios, under the row effects model we
say that conditi onal on belonging to th e first row - that is, hying no hospital days
- the od ds of having a low score [Pee l} as opposed to a medium score (P=2) arc
~I::: = 1.67. The odds change only slightly to~ = 1.83 for those belonging to
the group having at least one hospita l day. The odds ratio , therefore, is ~ =0.91,
so that the odds of having a low number of health practices rather than a medium
number, are almost the same for the group with no hospital days as for the group
with one or more days in hospital. The same value for the odds ra tio exists for the
other two adjacent columns - that is when compa ring hospitalizations for those wit h
a medium healt h pract ice score to those with a high score. This rat io is very close to
1 and is even closer to unity under the simple independence model which ignores the
ordinaHty term.
Th e odds of having a low rathe r than a high health practice score are 2.22 and
2.68 for H=O and H=l , respectively. The resulting odds ratio of .83 is still close
to unity although not as close as when we examined adjacent columns. Although
the odds ratio for the adjacent columns were the same, the magnitude of the rat io
changed for the extreme columns due to the ordiualityo f the column variab le. Under
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the sim ple independence model which ignores th e ordin&lity, the odds rati o for t he
extreme columns is the same as the rat ios (or the adjacen t columns, that. odds rati o
bcin~ essentially unity.
T he odds r&liasfor the adjacent columns can also be computed directly (rom
the slo pes '1"; , i = 1,2 sineetbe di fference between them is equal to the lQ! of theodds
ratio. And since tJj = j , the odds ratios for the adj acent columns are equivalent (see
A~rcsti 1984). That is,
T2- f, = log ~::~:: = log ~::~: =logQ
so tha t
We note here tha t. the above contingency ta ble is a small two-way tab le and the
cellfrequency counts aT'': reasonably large. We thereforealso looked at therela tionship
between health pracricee and hospitalizat ions wit hout grouping the healt h practice
score in to three categories. Instead the health practice index was kept in its origin al
form as a weighted score taking values from 0 to Hi. It was then treated fin t as an
ordina l and then as a nominal variable. T he same conclusions were drawn however
- namely of no usociation between heal th practices and hospitaliwion - which
suuests that o ur sroupins cut poinu into the three categories are reasonable. It is
necessa ry to have such a STOuping as we add vAriables to the model thus in cTeu ing
the number of cells in the cont ingency table. T hen, even with our reasona bly large
.ample or approximatel y 3000 individuals , the nu mber of variables involved. requires
that ca tegories be collapsed in order that the expected frequencies in the cells ot
the con t ingency tables be acceptable. As the number or cells increases so too docs
the possi bility or too many sampling zeros which makes the asymptotic sampling
distrib ution ass umptions invalid.
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3.4.4 Fitting a more comple x model
The m od el of independence was not rejected. When we test for association between
health practices and hospita lizations, (1l=2 .610a nd dr=2 for a p-valuc DC .267. 1I0s-
mer (1989) ment ions tha t lf we are going to co nt inue to add terms to a model,
individ ual term s which when tested Cor significance give p-valucs of magnitu de up to
approxi mately .25 might not necessarily be immed iately d iscarded as in:,ignificllnt.
A term m...y in t eract with other variables in such a way that it could rem a in in a
more comp lex m odel as part of an interactive te rm. We wish to rurUH~r examine
our hospi talizat ion variable when sex, age , and educa tion are included in t he model.
The health practice score is left in as it m ay beas sociated with one or more of these
variables as t he y in turn interact with the hospita lization variable.
The SPSS-X hierarchical loglinear program, HILOGLI NEAR, wlth ba ckward
elimination was run. This program commen ces with the saturated model and deletes
one te r m at a ti me until a simpler model is genera ted. As a first step tile following
variables were entered into the model: hospi talization (Il l, grouped health pr actice
score (P), sex (5 ), age (A ), and education (E). Age was grouped as 20·11, 45-64, or
~65 yean old. E ducation was coded into two levels - at mos t a high school edu cation
or at leas t some post-secondary educat ion. Other cu tpoints were tried with t hese two
variables but t he result s were the same in as much as the sa me models were generated
under these different groupings, T he outpoints given above t hen, appear acceptable.
T he satura ted model is given by
2-WWfint eract;o~s
]ogF;jl:'m =Jl t.W + Af +Ai +),~+ >.~ +),fJP +),t'St .. .+>.r:
+>.f§fs+),,~rA +...+>.ft.,E + ),:mSA+>.:W';£ +... + >.f~f~e + >.!:f,~M;
3,4,5-way int etu \ions
which includes t he fifth order interaction term a nd each two, three and four -way
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interaction term as wellas the main effects- hen ce the word ' hierarchical' to descr ibe
the model. A more convenient notation for th is model is [H PS AEJwhich is th e five-
way inter action ter m, All simpler interaction terms and main effects are implied by
this notat ion,
The results of the tests that the k-way and higher orde r effects are ze ro for
k=I "",5 an d that the k-wey cffects only are zero are given below:
k-way and higher k-way
df G' p-vaJu e k at G' p-value
4 3.012 ,5558 1 1 3066.252 .0000
20 29,283 ,0823 2 19 559.576 .0000
45 104.200 .0000 3 25 74,917 ,0000
64 663,776 .0000 4 I' 26.271 ,0503
71 3730.029 .0000 5 4 3.012 .S558
From the first tab le, we do not reject the hypo thesis that the s th order effect is zero
and at the 5% level of significance, we also do not reject the hypothesis that th e 4th
and 5th order interac tions are zero.
In testing th at the k-way effects are zero, we conclude that the 1st , 2nd and
3rd order effects should be added to the grand mean in the model. While the 5th
order effect need not he included, it is quest ionable whether we should include any
4th order terms. The test tha t these effect s are zero yield G' =26.271, d£=16 with
p.value= ,0503 so using eractly a 5% level of significance, we would choose not to
include four- way interaction terms. It would be desirable if no 4th order effects were
included bu t i£instead a simpler model, with at most three-way inte raction terms,
were to fit the dat a reasonably well.
The hierarchical model that is produced hasgenerating class [AE ,PE ,PSA,HSA j
which, in recalling the hierarchical nota tion, means th at all lower order terms are also
in the model. Wit h G2=S3.106, df=4 3 and p-valuee.Iaa, we do not reject t he hy-
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pothesis that this model is a good fit. Upon closer examination of the contribut ion
of the two 3rd order terms to this model, it seems likely tha t as it exists here, both
these higher order terms will need to remain in the model for it to fit the data. well.
This will be discussed presently.
There ere associations in this model. It would be useful, therefore, to know
the underlying nat ure of the dependency. One possibility is to model for lineal"
dependency by considering the possible linea r trend s in the odds ratios due to tile
ordinality of the variables. While in our hiera rchical modeleach variable is t reated as
nominal, th e three levels for both age and grouped health practices are ordinal. 1'0
examine this more closely, we take the model as generated by the HILOGLINEAR
program and run the LOGLINEARprogram with the same terms specified but now
treating th e variables age and grouped health practice score as ordinal. The design
specificat ion is
10g F/jktn. = JJ +.\{l+..\f +.\f + .\f+ >.~ + >.fts + rl
'
'''(v/ - ii) + 7['S(uj - ii )
+p PA(Uj - u )(Vt - ii) +T~E(Uj - u) +TfA(Vt - v) +7~&{VI - v)
+TfSA(Uj - ii)(Vt -v) +rlf,SA(Vt- v)
where
E>.F = E>.f= E.\f = E.\t =E ..\~ = E;.\fis = Ek>'[!S:: ET!/A
= L T{ S = [T!":: ETl'" == L>~E =[, Tt' SA= L.iTlt SA =EkT;~SA = o.
Note that i = 1, . .. ,hij = 1,.. . ,Pi k =1, . • . ,3i l = l " " , aj m = 1, .. . , c, so that
this model has the degreesof freedom given below. This is left unsimplifiodso as to
indicate the degrees of freedom for each estimated parameter .
dE =hp,a' - I' + lh-1)+ (p-I)+ I'- I) +Ia -1) + I' -1 ) + (h - I)(, - I)
+Ih - 1) + (s -I) + I + [e -I) + I' - I) + I' - I) + I' - 1)+ Ih -1 )(, - III
HS is an interaction term between two nom inal va.riables. The association terms
{or HA, PS, PE, SA and AE are the different row effects similar to that which
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was discussed earlier in the row effects model which had only the two variables,
hospitalization and health practices. Th e PA term is a linear-by-Iinear association
for the two ordinal variables, grouped health practices and age. The PSA effect is
an association between these two ordinal variables with the nominal variable sex.
Finally, li SA is the association term for the nominal variables hospita lizations and
sex, and the ordinal variable age.
This model gives a goodness-of-fit test st at istic, G2=86.77069 with df=SS and
p-value:.004 so that t he hypot hesi, that the model fits well is rejected. Whatever
dependency is exhibited between the variables in the hierarchical model, it cannot be
explained in terms of a linear tr end by simply adding che ordinal effects of age and
grouped healt h pract ices into the model. The hierarchical model was also adjusted
to account for the row effects terms for age or health pra ctice score alone while the
other variable was treat ed as nominal. The models produced from this also led to
rejecting the hypotheses of a good fit.
Since the ordinality of two of the variables docs not explain the association in
our model, we return to our engine! hierarchical model [AE,PE ,PSA,HSAj which
was an acceptab le fit . While it is a good fit, closer examination might suggest ter ms
which could be dropped withou t seriously reducing the goodness-of-fit.
When the estimates for th is model are examined, for instance, we see that for
one of the four estimated param eters for the three-way interaction of health practice
score by sex by age, the hypothesis tha t the parameter is zero is rejected at t he
5% level of significance. Dropping this three-way inter action ter m while retaining
the lower effects generated by it would simplify our model somewhat and make it
more readily interpret able. For the partial association of this term in the saturated
model, however, the observed significance level is very small for this association,
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implying that it might be an important term to retain in the model. When this lerm
was dropped from th e hierarchical model, the resulting model was net a good lit so
it was rejected. The results would be similar if the ot her three-way effects term,
hospita lization by sex by age, were dropped while keeping its implied lower order
effects. The remainin g Z-values of the estimate d parameters for the hierarchical
model were such tha t all the corresponding terms were kept in the model.
Aswell as investigating the possibility of dropping terms from our model, there
may be other terms which are not added by the HILOGLINEAR procedure but which
we intuitiv ely be lieve should be in the model. The interact ion be tween hoapitnlizu-
tions and grouped health habits, H P, is one such term. While the only two-way
inte raction ter ms missing from this model are H P, IJE and BE, it is J/~ which is
the t he most notable. For what we arc st udying, it may not be too intcrceung tha t
such a model does not indicate a significant relationship between sex and education
when all the othe r variables arc considered . The lack of association betwee n hospi-
talizations and education may be more interesting but not too surprising. We might
well expect, however, that hospitalizations and health practices interact in such a
way as to contribu te significantly to the fh of the model. In our earlier indepcn-
dence and independ en t row effects models, however, this was not the case. This lack
of association between these two variables was reinforced again in this marc com-
plex hierarchical model so we do not add the term to t he model. Our linal model,
therefore, is the one which was generated by the HlLOGLI NEAR procedure , namely
[AE,PE,PSA,HSAj 0'
log F;jklm = p +>.{' +>.f+ >.f+ >.f+ >.~ + >.{l5 + >.!fA +Aft
+>.f,A +>.f:+ Af~ +>.t! + >.fk1A + >.:!rA
This indicates t hree-way interactions between our main variable of interest , hospital
uti lizat ion, and sex a nd age, and between health pract ices, sex and age, together
with the two-wayinteract ions stemming from these associations. The other two-way
interactions which exist are between health practices and education, and age and
education. These associations willbe discussed presently.
3.4.5 Residuals for th e Hi erarchical Model [AE,PE ,PSA,HSA]
It remains to exemiue the residuals. Of our adjusted standardized residuals for the
72 cells, only three exceed 1.96 with values of 2.05, 2.30 and 2.41. This is reasonable
since we would by chance expect 5% of the residuals to exceed 1.96. Of the remaining
residuals, all but nine do not exceed 1.645 in absolute value.
Adjusted Residuals versus Expected Normal Values
lor hierarchical model !AE,PE,PSA,HSA]
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Figure 3.10: Adjust ed Residuals versus Expected Normal Values,
[AE,PE,PSA,HSA]
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The normal plot of the adjusted residuals against the expected normal values
(figure 3.10) is almost linear along the diagonal with the small deviation that docs ex-
ist being predominantly {or negative residuals. The correlat ion between the adjusted
residuals and their expected normal values is .988. A correlation test for normality,
equivalent to the Shapiro-Wilk test (Minita b Reference Manual 1989), results in a
non-reject ion of the hypothesis that the adjusted residuals are normally distri buted.
Expected Counts versus Adjusted Residuals
for hierarchical model [AE,PE,PSA,HSA]
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Figure 3.11: Expected Counts versus Adjusted Residuals, [AE,PE,PSA,HSA]
The plot of the expected counts against the adjust ed residuals is shown in
figure 3.11. There is a slightly discernable patter n displayed here showing that the
comparati vely largest residuals correspond with those cells for which the expected
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counts arc comparatively smallest, This 5uggesls that the model does not fit as well
for cells with smaller expected frequencies as it does for cells with larger expected
frequencies.
3.4.6 Summary
Our hierarchical model is a reasonable one. All the main effects are included in
this model. As well, most of th e two-way interaction effecu are there. T he three-
wa.y interaction of grouped healt h pract ice with sex and age (P SA) is such that
the strength of associat ion between health practices and age is somewhat greater for
males than for females. First we note tha t for mates the value of Cramer's V is .115
while for females it is .083. Although both values are very low, we note tha t while
Cramer's V is not a useful measure of association in And of itself, it can be useful
in comparing the magnit ude of association across several tables. Hence we can say
that it appears that the 5trength of association betweengrouped health pr acticesand
age is greater for males than for females. Since our marginal distributions betwcen
the two tables are not dissimilu, we ha ve some additional degree of confidence in
this measure. In spite of this, we would not rely upon this as a sole measure of
relationship.
With both grouped health practices and age being ordinal variables, we use
7 as one measure to test lite strength of the association between these variables,
controlling for sex. For males, i = - .274 and for females i = .150. Neither of
these values is strong and in addition we recall th at ., tends to exaggerate the true
association. Nonetheless the weak relationship is interesti ng to look at in terms of
the difference in the direction of associat ion of the sexes. Recall {rom the earlier
discussion of measures of associations tha t one in~erpretation of "y is in ter ms of th e
difference in proportion of concordant and discordant pa irs of ind ividuals. In the
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case of males,1 is negative so that the number of discordan t pairs is greate r rheu UlC
number of concordant pairs. Th at is, there are more pairs for which if a ile male rales
higher than t he ether male on grouped health practices or age, then he rates lower
on th e other variable. For females, on the other hand, .., is positive so that there
are more concordant than discordan t pairs. In other words, there arc more pairs
for which one female ranks higher than the other female on both grouped llealLh
prac tices and age. Although weakly associated, it seems that while men become less
active as they age, women become more active. Looking at this in terms of a PRE
interpretation, we recall that.., is the proportiona l reduction in error in predicting
the order of pair s when we move from having no knowledge of their order, to using
the knowledge of the numb er of concord ant and discordant pairs to guess the order or
each pair. As po inted ou t by Mueller et at. (1977), the signs show that we should usc
our knowledge of the num ber of concordant and discordant pairs to guess discordance
for male s and concordance for females when looking at grouped hea ltll practices witl l
age. T he proportional reduction in predictive error is 27.4% and 15.0% for males and
feroNes,respectively.
We examine the PSA interaction a lit tle further . Let us look at the relationship
between grouped health practices with t he nominal variable, sex , for the different
age groups. For age grou ps 20-44, 45-6~ and 2:65, we get V = .036, V "" .339
a.nd V = .347, respect ively which implies tha t the degree of association between
grouped health practices and sex is stronger for the tWI'older age groups. We must be
somewhat cautiou s using Cramer 's V here, however, since the margin al distr ibutions
differ somewhat across th e contingency tab les for the three age groups. In addition,
therefore, we examine th ese tab les using the cress-product ratio which not only is
not sensitive t o the marginal distributions but also reveals underlying relat ionships
in such a way tha t they are easily understood. From this we discover that there
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is no difference in the numbcr of health practices between males and fcmales for
the youngest age group. After examining several other measures of association, we
concludc this regardless of which association measure we use. For thc older age
groups, however, there is a sex difference with females tending to have better health
practices (as measured by the level of the grouped health practice score) than males.
T his tendency is strongest for the eldest age group where females are 4.6 times more
likely than males to have the highest rather than the lowest health practice score.
For the middle age group this odds ratio is 2.3. The difference between the sexes only
appears when we compare those with the least number of health practices to those
with a moderate or high number of practices. With odds ratios of approximately
unity, no difference between males and females is apparent when the two highest
levels of grouped health practices are compared.
The other thr ee-way interaction in our model is between hospitalization, sex,
and age (liSA). If we first look at the interaction betweenhospitalizati on and age for
males and females, we note that t he difference in th e marginal distributions between
the two tab les is not so severe as to discard Cramer's V as a compara tive measure of
magnitude of association. For males, V= .207 while for females it is somewhat less
at V= .103. As before, however, we wish to look at additional measur es.
Let us try to put a PRE inter pretation on thi s relationship. Th ere are several
measures we could use in order to do so. We shall use Goo dman and Kruskall's
asymmetric measure 1'"where we t reat hospitalizat ion, H. as the dependent variable.
As ment ioned in our earlier section, Blalock (1972) and Reyn olds (1977a) suggest
T over Goodman and Kruskall's PR E measure ..\ when the mar ginal distribution of
the dependent variable is highly skewed since T is less sensitive to such skewness.
In our case, altho ugh the marginal distributions arc similar across the cont ingency
tables for males and females, they are very highly skewed on the dependent variable,
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hospitalizat ion. For the cross-tab ulat ion of hospitalization with age, the valuesof in
are .043 and .011 for males ani! females, respectively. Given the proximity of these
values to zero, we cannot :lay for either sex that knowledge of a person's age reduces
the error in correctly predict ing whether or not that person is hospitalized.
Although very d ose to zero, we recall that while independence of th e variables
implies that the measure is zero, the converse need not hold. A look a t the cross-
product ratio still uncovers interesting differences in behaviors bet wecn the sexes.
age odds ratio
(0 hospital days to 2:: 1 hospital days)
Male 20-44 9.07
45-64 3.96
2::65 1.97
Female 20-44 3.60
45·64 3.38
2::65 1.84
For those in the two elder age groups, the odd s of having no hospital days rath er
than at least one day in hospital are very similar for males and females. For these
age groups, t he odds decrease (rom 3.96 to 1.97 (or males, and from 3.38 to \.84 for
females as we move from middle to old age. That is, for both sexes the odds of having
zero rather than at least one hospital day, are approximately twice as high for those
in the middle age group than for those in the eldest category. The difference in the
sexes is manifested in the youngest age group with males 2.5 times more likely than
females to have not been hospita lized at all as opposed to having spent at least one
day in hospita l.
It remains to look at the two-way interactions AS and PE. Let us express AE in
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terms of a proportional reduction in error measure. Treating education as dependent
upon age we note that since the marginal distribut ion of the dependent variable is
highly skewed, we again use Goodman and Kruskall's T measure. The proportional
reduct ion in error resulting from moving from no knowledge of It person's age to
knowledge of this independent variable, is f E= .120. Considering the cross-product
ratios, we observe that young people arc 3 times more likely than middle age people
and almost 10 times more likely than old people, to haveat least some post-secondary
education rather than a maximum of a high school education; middle age people
are over 3 times more likely than old people to have at least some post-secondary
education rather than at most high school.
The final interaction in our model is that between grouped health practices
and education, PE. Thc association between thesc two variables is not very strong.
If wc ignore those with the lowest grouped health practices score, then there is no
difference in health practices for the two educational levels. On the other hand, if we
include this low scoring group, we see that those with a low educational level are 1.7
times more likely tha n those in the higher educational level to have a low grouped
health practice score versus a middle SCOfc; the low educational group is 1.9 times
more likely than the higher educational group to have a low health practice score
versus a high one.
The associations which exist in ou r model are discussed above. As mentioned
in previous sections, there is no dependency between the health practice score and
ho~pital utilization although we might expect that one's health habits would have
some bearing on whether or not a person is hospitalized. As suggested by our analysis,
it may be that this relationship does not exist, at least this simply. It may also be that
the grouped health practice score as it is currently constructed for this analysis, is not
a good health habit index measurement. This may be partly due to the individual
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health practices being often too complex to dichotomize as either 'good' or ' bad' .
This was already discussed in some detail. Another plausible explanation is 1Iiat the
health indicalor variables which we have used here and which have been t raditionally
used in the literature are not only 100 complex to reduce to simple scores, but mny
not always be the best nor most appropr iate variablcs for gauging health status.
What may be required are addit ional variables and/or new constructions of current
variables which arc more appropriate for measuring one's level of health practices.
The concept of a health practice score is a very complex one. More social medical
study might be necessary to reassess and revise a bettcr index.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
An effort was made primarily to ascertain if relatio nships exist between previously
studied health indicator variables (eating breakfast, smoking, drinking, sleeping,
weight, and exercise) and self-assessed health status, and between the health in-
dicator variables and hospital utilization.
T he analyses employed had the underlying assu mption that the subjects were
selected by means of a simple random sample . Instead, however, a single-stage cluster
design was used to eolleet data on a samp le from the adult population of Metropolitan
St. John's, Newfoundland. For this reason design effects were calculated for two
contingency tab les known to be important to the analyses. Since in neither case were
the design effects significant, the analytical techniques were used with confidence in
their validity under the more complex samp ling scheme.
Interactions between health habits and healt h status were explored using a va-
riety of measures of association . Which measures were chosen reflected the particular
contingency table being investigated , t he information that was desired, whether or
not the ta ble was symmetric, whether th e variables were nominal or ordinal, and so
on. 'The stre ngth of association varied with the health practice, with one's habit of
caring breakfas t being so weakly associated with he.llithstatus that it was dropped as
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a health indicator variable from the remainder of the analyses. The other indicator
variables were more strongly related, although based on measures of association none
were overwhelmingly related to health statu s.
Logistic regression was used to study in more detail the association between
health status and sleeping, health status and drinking, and health status and drink-
ing while controlling for education. Whereas sleeping and drinking were treated as
grouped categorical variables in the contingency table analysis using measures of as-
sociat ion, they were now treated as interval level, and health st at us was dichotomized
as being either good or poor.
The logist ic regression uncovered patterns to the association between these
health practices and health status that were not apparent from the exploratory anal-
ysis. Examination of the relationships substantiated previous studies which showed
that the frequency of reported good health status is optimum for those who slee p
approximately 7 hours per night with tile frequency declining for those with less than
thi s and declining, but less dramatically, for those with ml m I:1<ln 7 hours.
The associat ion between drink ing and health st atus was nol as clearly defined
as that between sleeping and health sta tus. Even so, t he logistic regression showed
that , in general, people claimed to have good health less often as the amount of al-
cohol consumed increased; good health was most often reported by those who drank
moderately or infrequently. The pattern or association changed somewhat once edu-
cat ional level was controlled for. Although it still held tha t moderate or infrequent
drinking was best , t his was most dramaticall y depicted for those with the highest
level of education. In addition, it was clear from th is analysis that, all else being
equal, the higher the educational level, the more often health status was reported to
be good.
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Individual health indicator variables were studied and from these a weighted
health practice index was const ructed. We wished to see if health practices, as mea-
sured by a composite health habit index, are associated with hospital utilizat ion once
sex, age, and education level are controlled lor. Loglinear analysi3 was used to build
models to study the interactions between these variables from this five-way contin-
gency table. Interesting interactions were uncovered with the most import ant , as
reflected in our model, being between age and education, health pract ices and edu-
cat ion, and between the two three-way interactions of health practices, sex, and age,
and hospital utilizat ion, sex, and age, The most notable intera ction missing from
our model was between the health practice score and hospitalizations; this was the
interact ion we had set out to examine in the loglinear analysis. One would expect
a relationship between a healt h practice score and hospital utilization with people
who have good health habits being hospitalized less lrequently than those with poor
health habits. Since this is not surfacing in this health st udy, it is suggested that
the composition of the health index requires further st udy. In addition, it might be
worthwhile to consider a more in-depth look at the hospitalization variable, both in
terms of the frequency of and the reasons for the hospit alizations.
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Appendix
Questionnaire
135
INTERVIEW ER 0
HOUSEHOlO ITID
SUBJECT ITTI
OATE OF INTERVIEW I I I
DATE RECEIVEO ~I=i1~1=*=i=~~
BATCH NO. CD
Memorial Un!vlIIslty of New foundland
hcultyof Mllditl ne
DNISI ON OF COM M UNITY MEDIC INE AND
BEHAViOURAL SCiENCeS
LIFESTYLE. HEALTH PRACTIC ES AND MEDICAL CARE UTILIZATION
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
•• TO BE REM OVED BY FIELD OFFICE BEFORE DATA PROCESSING
SUBJECT'S NAM..' TElEPHONE NO. ---:-_
AOORESS _
CONSENTSTATEMENT READ
4 . How many hours do you s lee~ per night?
{PROBE; SIX, SEVEN?l CODE NUMBEROF HOURSDIRECT
IM.C .P, NUMBERl
FROM Q. 65
lrrt,
1.0 . Household
Subject
o
5. How tall are you?
(WRITE THEANSWERIN THE UNITS GNEN BY THERESPONDENT)
rn
8. Vou are. . Male 1 D Female 2 0
7 . Do vou consider youTself to be • • . •
.. . overwe ight 1 0
. . • underweight 2 0
• • . about ave ,eg1l 3 0
... eK • 0
Ves 1 D
No 2 D
3. Do you make any consci ous effort to nmte the amoun t
of animal fat in your diet ?
PROBE: (REAL BUTTER.WHOLE MILK, EGGS)
o Ieat [[J . 0 ;0. ,m[[l]
Ves 1 0
No 20
2. 00 you make any consci ous effort to limit the amount of red meat in
vour diet forh ealrhr easons7
EvelYd ay.oralmost evervdav 1 D
Some times 13·4 times a weekI 2 0
Rarelv, or never 3 D
B. Howmuchdo you wcigh?
RECORD THEANSWERIN THE UNITS GIVEN BY RESPONDENT
ITIJ lb. k,rr::o
WE ARE GOING TO ASK ABOUT YOUR EATING AND SLEEPING HABITS NOW.
1, How oftllndo voueat brea kfas t?
PROBE: tEATINGBREAKFASTMEANS MORE
THAN A CUP OF COFFEEONLYJ
TH£ NlXT QUESTIONS AREABOUT SMOKING AND DRINKINQ
21
2'
2'
27
"29
24
"
"
l
NA"
THE ABOVE
CODE AGE DIRECT
NA 99
CODE AGE DIRECT
NA 99
CURRENT
:§:§.. clga/'tt"• •• pipa• . . .. • clg. r
•• •• pip e
• • • . • • cig ar
•• • .• . c ig....
•.••.• p ipe
• . . . •• cigars
•• •••• dg...
• • • • • • cigil1tnu
.. . .. . p ipe
15. During the poItioc1when '(O\.l smoked most. how m any cig/pi~s.ciglSf$/did you
smoka. dayl .
• . • . .• clg"ents
EE
16. DolOld you Inhale tho smoka7
......" ,.~,.. ';q222~
. • • . • . p ipe tj tj
13. How ald w ara you when you .t oPll.d .mokin g1
. • • • • • ciga ren es
IF YES TOANY OF TI-IEABOVE'
ASK CURRENTSMOKERS
17. th.ring tha ~I! two .,..,s. did you mike a serious an . mpf to nop smoking7
Yes , D NO 2 D NA9
9. Did you ,,,,r llT'Ioka regulerly1
eeoee REGULAR SMOKING MEANS ONE CIGARETI'f,
PIPE. CIGAR A DAV FOR ONE VEAR
YES' 0 INO 2 OGO TO O. f8
10 . Ara you smOQolg nowl
YES 1 D , NO 2 O GO TCl O. 12
12. Did you ,,,er rlg ul.rly smok a . • • ASK WHA TEVERNOT MENTIONED
ABOV=
••• .• . cigarettes '; §EX :2 §NEVER
• • • • • • pipe
• . • • • • cigar
1, . Doyou,moka .
ASK AU SMOKERSPAST AND PRESENT
14. How old w ere you when you $tart" smokil'lg? ASK WHATEVE'RMENTIONED
~ CODE AGE DII/ECTrn NA 99
18 . 0 0 you ori"k any alcoholic be verages , thaI 's be er . wine or liquor?
19.
Yes 1 o No ' ~
Did you 6VBr drink alcohol ic
beverages eeee e month or mo, el
Yes 1
GO TOO. 25
"
3S
20. On the ave'a getlowolten
do you drink alcoh olic
beverages suc h as beer ,
wino or liquor? II On the average , how often did you Idrink;, lcoholic beverages sLlchasbee r, w ine or liquor?
21.
Everyday
5·6 days a wee k
3·4 days aweek
'·2 days a wee k
2·3 times a month
Once a month
l ess than once a month
\
ae
Have yo u recently (in the past 6
months l changed your drinking habits
becau se of a health proble m?
On the days you drink, about how
many dr inks cia you have per day ?
CODE DIRECT OJ
22.
23.
24.
Yes 1 o No ' 0 NA9
On the days you drank
abo ut howmanyc!rinks dicl
you have per day?
CODEDIRECT OJ
Whe ndidvou stop
drinkin'J)
CODEYEARDIRECT
co
Did you stop lor
health reasons ?
Yes 10 No 2 0
37
as
THE NEXT SECTIO N IS ABOUT YOUR PHVSICAL ACTI VITIE S
25. Are you now sull ering lrom any disabilily
(PROBE: A CONDITION THA T STOPS YOU FROM OOING YOUR
ROUTIN E ACTIV ITIES!
43
42
44
41BGO TOO . 29Yes 1No 2
(PROBE: A CON DITION THAT WI LL OISAPPEAR IN A FEW W EEKS!
y", §
No 2
OK 9
Yes 1 EJ
No 2 GOT00 29
• at home 1 ~
. • • outdoors
. • tratlic
•. •• at wcrk 4
27. Was it caused by an accidentor lnjul y?
28. Did this accident or inju ry happen •
26. Is it a lemporary condit ion?
29 . How maflY time s in a 2 week pel iod
do you usually do an y 01the follow ·
ing ellercises or recreal ional
activities?
How much time did
you spend on each
oc casion?
READ No. 01
Times
Mins Mins
' -' 0 15 + NA
1. Walking lincluding 10 and
hom school or w OIkl
2 . Jogging arrunn ing
3 . Calisthenic s ldoing
physicalelll!lrcisesl
45
47
49
46
..
50
4. Bicycyl ing (including 10
and lromworkl
5. Bowling
6 . Vigol ou s dancing
7 . Skating
51
53
55
57
52
54
56
sa
8. Team spo rtslsuc h as
baseball, sQftball elcl
9. Swimming
10. Gardening
11. Racquet sports
12. GQlf
13 . Otner (Specify)
59
61
ea
65
67
69
60
62
64
66
66
70
30. A,e yOUmore, less, or equally acuve in win ter?
33. 00 you have a family doctor?
l
D
D
D
D
D
More 1
EQually 3
Less 2
No 2
(PROBE: A DOC TORWHOM YOU ALWAYS CONSULr i
Yes I
38. How many day s did you spend at the hosplt&l?
CODE DIRECT ITIJ
FOR FEMAt ES aNt y
39 . Was the hospitallzallon due10 pregnancy or delivery?
Yes 1 0
No 2 0
No 2 0 GO TO O. 40
AND NOW SOME QUESTIO NS IN RELATION TO MEDICAL CARE
31. In the last year. thet is from of 1964, -d id you hav~ a
consultation w ith a do ctor?
Y es 1 0
No 2 0 Go fOO 33 - _
32. How many visi ts did you have In the last yea,1
~~D; g~~~T IT]
34 . Within the last year (fro m 19641 he...e you staye d at home because
of an illness. or not feeli ng well
Yes 1 0
No 2 0 GOTOO 37
35.0,dy,""",""" J
Yes 1 D
No 2 D
36 . How many days did you stay In bed?
CODE DIRECT ITIJ
37. In Ihe last year tseme period) ha..., yOlJbeen a patient m a ho sllitalovern!ght?
IPROBE: DID YOU SPEND AT LEAST A NIGHT IN A HOSPITAL)
Yes 1 0
40. W e wou ld like !o know how sat isfied or dissat isfi ed you are. in general wil h
medic.1 elle in your own u perienca. On a f ive·po int scale in which 5 muns
Ihal you are very ,ati5/ied, and 1 means Ih81 you are very din at isf ied. what w ill
be your sco ,e1
IPROBE; THINK OF A LADDER WITH FIVE RUNGS, WHERE THE HIGHEST
OF THE FIV E IS THE BEST. WHERE ARE YOU ON THIS LAODER11
SATI SF IE D
DI SSA T ISF IEO
NOW LETS GO BACK TO YOUR OWN HEALTH AND WEll BEING
4 1. Would YOlJ say t~t y~ health is •.
. . saceue m
... . Good
•• • Poor
42. Over Ihe pas l vea:..~a.s'::or~l~: ::used YOU." .~.
• Hardly any worry 2
., • • Some w orry 3
• A great deal of w Olry 4
43. 0 0 you have "'y o f Ihelollow ing chroniccondit ionsl
OK ' 0 81
92
83
(CHRONIC MEANS THE CONDITION HAS BEEN PRESENT
FOR THREE M ONTHS DR MOREl
READ l IST:
CIRCLE CODES THA T CORRESPOND
An emia 0 1 High blood pressure 13 84
All ergy [OF ANY KIND) 02 K idney diseese lstones etc ,1 14
Arthrit is, rheumat ism 0 3 Me nl el illness rs 85ASlnma 04 M issing ermla l or leg [a) ts
C ~ncer 05 Miss ing fi ngerls) to ea 17
Cerebral Palsy 0 6 Parelys;s of any kind 18 86
Diabetes 07 M ALES; Prostrate dieuse 18
FEMALES; Oysmenorrhea Recurring backeches 20 87
lm enstru alproblam sl 08 Recurring " eedach es 21
Emphysem a 0 ' Stom ach ulcer 22 ..
Epilepsy 10 Thyroid 1ro uble or gol l re 23
Hllrtdlse lJSe 11 Tuberculosi s 24 8'Hemorrhoids [piles) 12 OTHER
Spe cify 25 90No~ ..
81
u .
45.
C~P"" w;<h"~'. ,::, =:::::,~. ,w .;'~,w ,~•....
. some whlt more(energyl 2
• (lverlllil e amou nl 01 energy 3
. .• . somewhat less lenfl gyl "
• • . • much leIS .nergy 5
In gener . l. how sa lisl ied are you with your overall physica l Condition.•
. . . are YOU \f. rv..saliS fi'd l ~
•.• sa tis fled 2
•• • nOl lOO llllslie d 3
. • • . M I al alnllsrled "
92
93
46. During the pas t lew weeks . ho w olt en have you felt...
CIRCLE
would you say . . . • • . Often Sometime s Never
. on top 01 the wOtld
"'"
• • . • tha l things wer'
going your way
•... ,estt. $I
. depre sse d, or unllappv
94
OS
..
97
sa
47 . All in .11. !'low hap py are you thes e d ayd Would you Sl y..
.. very h. ppy
• ••• pre uyhaplIV
49 . How ma ny close friends do you n.ve7 ThI .. ere pe ople tha t you feel at e.as.
w ith, c:a n ta lk to about pm.lle rna lt ers 'nd c:anc:alfon lor he lp .
. nOl lo o l'lappy
unha ppy
'00
10 '
IT]
IT]CODE DIRECT
How many close relat ive do YOUhave? These ,,' e people tha I yOUleel It tis.
with. n n talk to aboo.llprivate matters , and can can Otl lor help. fOO NOT /N.
CLUDE SPOUSE,
CODEDIRECT
48 .
55. Do you u~ your seetbelt while travel1ing by car?
l D6CD
PROBE: FEMALES: PAP SMEAR, BREAST EXAMINATION
MALES: BLOOOPRESSURE CHECK
CODE YEAR DIRECT
Never 00
OK 99
V"
No
Twice a day
When wes the last time that your went to a doctor lor a preventiv a exemlnetlon
when you were not sickl
Do you use dental floss? IWATER PICK COUNTS AS Fl OSSl
Once , day
Not every day
No teeth Code NA 9
_.,,_, ::: B@ro'.JEvery day 1 EJEvelY we ek 2When was the last tlme tharyouwentto a dent,s!7
USE LIST AS PROBE: Within t he last year 2:,' ~
one to two years
more than two years
Never
0'
NOW SOMEQUESTIONS A80UT PREVENTIVEHEALTH:
50. How ett en do you brush your teeth?
PROBE 100 YOU HAVE YOUR OWN TEETH?J
PROBE: More than twi ce a day 1
st .
52 .
54.
53.
TO COMPLETE THE QUESTIONNAIRE WE NEED A FEW MORE DETAILS:
56. Where """ e YOl.lb0l'1l1 WII It Ne",,' oundland)
IF CANADA. AS/c PROVINCE. F NOT IN CANADA AS/CCOUNTRY. CIRCl E
Do you have any educat ion beyond Hi9h School?
59. AS K ONL Y IF ANSW ER INDICATES THAT RESPONDENT CO MPl ETED HIGH
SCHOOL
60. What kind of educat ion was it?
Trade school . diploma co urses II C. 8
UnMIsity : GO TO O. 62
108
110
U.K. 13
U.S .A. 14
OTHER
AM ERICAS 15
EUROPE 16
ASIA 17
OTHER 18
CD
GO TO a . 62
. 1
...... ....... . . .. .... . 2
..... ....... 3
..... .. ...... 4
...... 5
· · . ·. · · .· ~ I GO TO0.61
MAN. 07
SASK. 08
ALBTA 09
B.C. 10
YUKON 11
N.W .T. 12
No 2
;8v"No
CODEDIRECT
. ... unemployed ••
•.•. b1id ott temp /on strike
• •• • ~bletoworkldisabili1Y1
• •• s• •
...::: ...
NFLD. 01
N.S . 02
N.B . 03
P.E.1. 04
a UE. 05
ONTARIO 06
Do you hav•• univer sity degree ?
V.. 1 B
CIRCLE
58. What wllthe lilt grad e you complete in school?
57. Whal isY OUfm"ital st atusl
PROBE: ARE YOU MARR IED)
Single
M illfied
DiYorced/S eparated
Widowed
62. Are you now. • . . working ..
. • • . retired
61.
63 . Whn is/wuyour ;ob?
PROBE: WHA T DO YOU DO AT WORK?
66. Whit is lhe appro ~ imate total income 101'your hOt.lsehold?
(Pfl OBE: INCLUDING ALL WAGES , SALARIES , PENSIONS , AND ALLOW ANceSI
• is It less then $15,000 1 ~
.. between $15.000 ,iI'ld '30,00 0 2
•• more then $30,000 3
N .A. 9
64 . Whilt is yourdil te of birth?
65. What is your M.C .P. No.?
ASK HUSBAND AND W IFE ONLY
I I I I I I I
YYMMD D
I I I I I I I I
THAT COMPlETES THE INTERVIEW. THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR DONATING YOUR TIM E TO THE STUDY . IT IS
VERY MUCH APPRECIATED.
TO BE COOEO FOLLOWING COMPLETION OF INTERVIEW, FROM THE HOUSEHOLD SHEET
CODE EITHER TO WIFE tOR SINGLE FEMALE1OR HUSBAND (OR SINGLE MALEI
CODE 9 for ail lhe rest - DO NOT LEAV E BLANKS
Deceased Independent Family Nursing H. H.H.
1 2 3 4 5
COJ E FROM HOUSEHOLD SHEET. AFTER COMPLET lON OF ALL INTERVIEWS
TO BE COOED ONLY BY FIELD OFFICE:
67. WIFE'S
Mo ther
Fathe r
68 . HUSBAND'S
Mo th er
Father
.9.
70 .
TOtal number of subjects in H.H .
TotaJnumbe,of child,en 19 or less
Tocal number 01 re lu,a),
TOlill nUlTlbe' 01 non- respondents B
124
125




